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ABSTRACT 
 

This dissertation examines several questions in Martian surface processes relating 

to water or ice using a combination of geomorphology and modeling. I first examine 

sublimation of ice from new small mid-latitude craters with freshly exposed ice imaged 

by the High Resolution Imaging Science Experiment (HiRISE) camera. I discuss the 

theory of sublimation by free convection and describe a model that improves on the 

standard version used in the Mars literature. This model shows some differences from 

experimental data, but this appears to be because experimental conditions do not 

accurately capture the sublimation regime appropriate to the Martian surface. I use this 

sublimation model in concert with a thermal model and calculate sublimation rates at the 

sites of freshly exposed ice. Calculated sublimated thicknesses of one or more 

millimeters during the period when HiRISE images show ice imply that this ice is 

relatively pure, not pore-filling. The ice table thus revealed appears consistent with a 

model of the Martian subsurface in which relatively clean ice overlies pore-filling ice.  

 Pingos are hills with cores of ice formed by freezing of liquid water under 

pressure. Possible pingos on Mars have been much discussed because they would have 

significant implications for Martian hydrological processes. I surveyed HiRISE images 

across a broad portion of the Martian surface searching for fractured mounds. Such 

features are candidate pingos, since pingos often develop surface fractures as they grow. 

A small number of Martian landforms, not previously identified, are morphologically 

consistent with pingos; however, landforms that appear related to these do show 
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morphological differences from pingos. Other origins are possible, particularly since it is 

difficult to produce the requisite hydrologic conditions for pingo formation. Previously 

proposed pingos on Mars lack surface fracturing and are unlikely to be pingos.  
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CHAPTER 1 
 

INTRODUCTION 
 

1.1 Mars: A Periglacial Planet 

The surface of Mars has been shaped by processes fundamentally similar to those 

on Earth. Many features have direct analogs on Earth, and so can readily be understood. 

However, the contribution of various processes to the geomorphology of each planet is 

different. While most of the Earth’s surface can sometimes sustain liquid water, Mars is 

almost entirely a permafrost planet. Periglacial (cold-climate, non-glacial) processes and 

features are widespread and prominent. In the work described in this dissertation, I 

investigated the geomorphology of confirmed and possible ground ice-related features on 

the surface of Mars.  

Prior to the beginning of study of Mars by spacecraft, it was recognized that the 

surface of Mars is very cold. Ground ice and permafrost were suggested almost fifty 

years ago (Lederburg and Sagan, 1962). Possible periglacial landforms were discussed in 

a theoretical sense by Wade and de Wys (1968). However, recognition of cold-climate 

surface features required high-resolution imaging data obtained by spacecraft. Several 

papers and book chapters have described the general picture of ice-related features on 

Mars prior to the Mars Global Surveyor (MGS) mission. Carr and Schaber (1977), 

Lucchitta (1981), Squyres et al. (1992), and Carr (1996 and 2006) provide useful 
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discussions of cold-climate features on Mars based on Viking observations, though all 

but the last are now somewhat dated. The subject is now one of significant interest and 

undergoing rapid evolution, because NASA’s “Follow the Water” strategy for Mars 

requires understanding the ice. In the near future, significant advances are likely to come 

from analysis of the data from the Phoenix Lander, which landed on the far northern 

plains of Mars and observed ground ice and thermal contraction polygons in situ 

(Arvidson et al., 2008; 2009; Mellon et al., 2009; Smith et al., 2009).  

Some facts about the present (and recent) Martian periglacial environment are 

now well-established. At high latitudes, large amounts of hydrogen detected in the upper 

decimeters of the soil (Boynton et al., 2002) strongly suggest ice in the shallow 

subsurface at those locations, in good agreement with theoretical models (e.g. Mellon et 

al., 2004). Results from the Phoenix mission (Smith et al., 2009) confirm that most of this 

hydrogen is in the form of ice. Ice in the upper meters of soil can be deposited from and 

removed as atmospheric water vapor, so the atmospheric water content and the soil 

temperatures combine to determine locations of net distribution and removal, setting the 

distribution of stable ground ice (e.g. Leighton and Murray, 1966; Fanale et al., 1986). 

Thermal contraction cracks are periglacial geomorphologic features formed by the 

stresses generated in icy ground by temperature variations. These are now well-

established features on Mars (Fig. 1), including observations at the Phoenix landing site, 

with good agreement between observations and models (Mellon et al., 2008). These 

features can form without liquid water ever occurring (Péwé, 1959), a fact which is 

occasionally misunderstood.  
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Figure 1. Thermal contraction cracks on the northern plains of Mars (cutout of 
HiRISE image PSP_001418_2495, located at 69°N). These features form due to 
repeated seasonal stresses in ice-rich ground. They are among the best-understood 
and most common periglacial features on Mars. Sporadic meter-scale boulders are 
observed across the scene, which is typical of high latitudes on Mars.  
 

Recently formed gullies on Mars (Malin and Edgett, 2000), although not strictly 

periglacial features, are important to understanding the present and recent past of water. 

These features are concentrated in the mid-latitudes in a band with peak concentrations 

near 40° N and S, with occasional exceptions. High-resolution observations suggest that 

water is involved in the formation of at least some of these (McEwen et al., 2007). The 

mechanism of delivery of this water is still debated (e.g. Heldmann and Mellon, 2004; 

Balme et al., 2006), although recent work seems to support snowmelt (e.g. Lanza et al., 

2009; Williams et al., 2009). Other geomorphic features such as viscous flows, also 
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thought to be related to water or ice, are generally found in the same latitude band 

(Milliken et al., 2003), which is the locus of considerable geomorphic activity. This 

latitude band is near the stability boundary for ice, and may undergo fluctuations in the 

ground ice table; it is a likely region for geomorphic activity related to water or ice.  

This dissertation presents several studies of Martian geomorphology intended to 

provide insight into ground ice. The work described here makes heavy use of data from 

the High Resolution Imaging Science Experiment (HiRISE) camera (McEwen et al., 

2007). I also use modeling to better understand some of the features observed with 

HiRISE. The combination of observations and modeling is a powerful tool for 

geomorphology, as it links observations to the controlling physics. This is particularly 

important for geomorphic interpretation of volatiles such as ice, which may exhibit time 

variation.   

 

1.2 Description of Work 

 Chapters 2 and 3 describe coupled thermal and sublimation modeling of exposed 

Martian ice. This work was motivated by the discovery of small mid-latitude impact 

craters that excavate shallow ground ice. Using a thermal model, I investigated the 

temperature evolution of the surface and calculated the expected sublimation rates and 

the total sublimation. Since the timing of these impacts is known to within a few months 

and time sequences of HiRISE images have been obtained, it is possible to model the 

sublimation history of each site in great detail. These calculations provide insight into the 
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geomorphology of each site, the nature of the ground ice and the significance of the 

observed changes.  

In Chapter 2, I discuss the theory of sublimation of ice by free convection. The 

intent of this chapter is to justify the use of a free-convection theory that differs to some 

extent from previous modeling of this process on Mars. I describe the theory employed 

by previous workers on Martian surface topics and discuss several improvements to this 

theory based on more recent work. I compare the results of the theoretical models to each 

other. I also compare the revised equations to published experimental work (Chittenden 

et al., 2008) and discuss sources of error. Although the theory used here does not 

reproduce experimental data well, this is likely because most experimental work on 

Martian sublimation is conducted in a regime where the usual theory does not apply.  

Chapter 3 describes thermal modeling of ice exposures on Mars, and implications 

of the calculated sublimation for geomorphology and ground ice. Chapter 3 is a slightly 

edited version of a paper submitted to Icarus with coauthor Shane Byrne. The formatting 

was adjusted from the submitted version for consistency with the remainder of this 

dissertation, but the text remains in the first-person plural. A few equations and concepts 

are repeated from Chapter 2 in order to enable this section to stand alone; I excised the 

appendix of the paper since Chapter 2 includes an extended version of this material. I 

conducted the bulk of the work described in the chapter. I combined the simple Mars 

thermal model with other code to incorporate variable layer thicknesses, and added 

sublimation to the model, requiring creation of a complete sublimation model that 

includes atmospheric temperatures, wind, layer thinning, and latent and sensible heat. In 
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the course of developing this model, I applied improvements to sublimation equations 

published by others as discussed in Chapter 2. I then apply this model to the Martian 

surface with a parameter space appropriate for the various impact sites and discuss 

interpretations of the model results in combination with observations of morphologies 

and changes at the impact sites. I conducted and analyzed all of the model runs discussed 

in the chapter. Work on these craters also resulted in another paper (Byrne et al., 2009, 

accepted to Science), on which I was the second author, describing the discovery of the 

ice and the implications of its presence. This paper also briefly dealt with early results 

from the modeling project described in this chapter.  

In Chapter 4, I describe work conducted to assess the possibility of pingos on 

Mars, primarily using geomorphic analysis of HiRISE images. Pingos are hills with cores 

of injection ice, which forms when near-surface water is under sufficient pressure to lift 

the frozen ground above it. Possible pingos on Mars have been much discussed, and if 

present they would provide interesting information about the history of liquid water in the 

shallow subsurface of Mars. Since pingos are likely to develop surface fractures as the 

overlying ground is stretched, I searched for fractured mounds across much of the surface 

of Mars. This represents the first systematic planet-wide survey for possible pingos using 

high-resolution imagery. I identified the strongest candidates for Martian pingos, and 

discussed the lifetime and scaling of pingos on Mars. I also reexamined previously 

suggested pingos on Mars using HiRISE images; in those cases, I found (in agreement 

with other workers for some features) that evidence for a pingo origin was lacking, and in 

some cases contradicted by the geomorphology. This work was ultimately somewhat 
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inconclusive; it remains theoretically difficult to generate the requisite hydrologic 

conditions to form a pingo on Mars, and practically difficult to confirm from orbit that a 

given feature is a pingo (e.g. by direct detection of an ice core). I concluded that there are 

a few Martian features morphologically consistent with an origin as pingos. However, 

alternate origins are possible, and landforms related to the best candidates do exhibit 

characteristics that differ from terrestrial pingos. Regardless of the exact process of 

formation, the features described here are latitudinally controlled and so very likely have 

an origin related to ice and climate processes. This chapter is drawn from my paper 

entitled “An assessment of evidence for pingos on Mars using HiRISE” currently in press 

in Icarus with coauthor Alfred McEwen; therefore, it is written in the first-person plural. 

The only edits have been to make the formatting and numbering consistent with the rest 

of this thesis. I performed the data collection and analysis, but discussions with coauthor 

Alfred McEwen were very helpful.  

In addition to the work described here, I have been privileged to work with many 

of the HiRISE science team members. This has allowed me to participate in a number of 

other interesting studies, several of which have resulted in published or submitted papers. 
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CHAPTER 2 
 

THEORY OF SUBLIMATION BY FREE CONVECTION IN RELATION TO 
EXPERIMENTAL DATA AND THE MARTIAN SURFACE 

 

2.1 Background 

Sublimation and evaporation have long been recognized as important processes 

relevant to understanding water on Mars. Sublimation requires transport of water vapor 

away from the ice surface through an atmosphere. One major component of this process 

for exposed ice surfaces is free convection driven by density gradients. In the simplest 

scenario, a surface of ice underlies an atmosphere comprised mostly of CO2 (or air on the 

Earth). The atmosphere close to the ice surface will become saturated with water vapor. 

This will reduce the density, since a given partial pressure of water vapor corresponds to 

a lower gas density than an equivalent pressure of either CO2 or terrestrial air. This 

produces an unstable density profile if the background humidity of the air is below 

saturation, causing the saturated air to rise buoyantly and resulting in transport of water 

away from the ice surface. This process was first described for Mars by Ingersoll (1970), 

and his model has been applied by many subsequent authors. Hecht (2002) derived a 

related model for free convection from similar principles.   

In this chapter I discuss theories of sublimation by free convection as applied to 

Mars. I note several oversimplified aspects of those models and provide an improved 
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version from other sources, and quantitatively compare this model with the standard free-

convection sublimation model used for Mars. This model will be applied in Chapter 3 to 

analyze sublimation of ice exposed by recent impacts, yielding information about the 

nature of the ice. I then discuss sublimation models in comparison with published 

experimental data and examine the reasons for discrepancies between models and 

experiments. I note that the model used here appears to be a poorer fit to experimental 

data than other published relations and explain this in terms of experimental conditions, 

which has implications for the scaling of such experiments to the Martian surface.  

 

2.2 Free Convection 

Rates for sublimation by free convection have generally been evaluated by using 

empirical parameterizations of dimensionless number groups for various geometries and 

an analogy between mass transfer and heat transfer, using equations derived from heat 

transfer by free convection above a heated plate. In the context of mass loss, a surface 

that has a water vapor saturation pressure higher than the background atmospheric water 

content is equivalent to a heated plate. Such a surface may be warmer than the 

atmosphere, but this need not be the case. Using this principle, Ingersoll (1970) gave a 

sublimation mass flux of  
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where Δη is the difference in mass concentrations of water vapor at the surface and in the 

atmosphere, ρ is gas density at the surface, D is the diffusion coefficient of water vapor in 

carbon dioxide, ν is the kinematic viscosity, g is the gravitational acceleration, P is the 

atmospheric pressure, esat is the saturation vapor pressure and mc and mw are the 

molecular weights of carbon dioxide and water. In this case Δρ/ρ is the ratio of the 

density difference to the saturated gas density, although a slightly different definition will 

be applied below. These expressions apply for an atmosphere with no background water 

vapor content and at the same temperature as the evaporating surface.  

The equations from Ingersoll are slightly different from those given by more 

recent mass transfer texts. The critical dimensionless numbers for calculating mass 

transport rates are the Grashof and Schmidt numbers. These are dimensionless numbers 

used for parameterizing mass transport; the Grashof number is the ratio of buoyant and 

viscous forces and the Schmidt number the ratio of viscosity and diffusivity.  
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where L is some length scale. These are combined via parameterized equations to give 

the Sherwood number, which is directly analogous to the Nusselt number in thermal 

convection. For instance, Mills (2001) gives  

! 

Sh = 0.14 GrSc( )
1

3 , 2x107<GrSc<3x1010       (2.5) 
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! 

Sh = 0.54 GrSc( )
1

4 , 105<GrSc<2x107        (2.6) 

Different references (e.g. Incropera and de Witt, 1985) give slightly different coefficients 

and ranges of applicability. The Sherwood number can be used to calculate the rate of 

sublimation (following Mills, 2001): 

! 
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where ρave is the average of the near-surface and atmospheric gas densities. For the 

conditions of Eq. 2.5, the mass flux per unit area is  
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This is my preferred expression for free-convection sublimation; a similar expression was 

derived by Hecht (2002). While similar to Ingersoll’s expression (Eq. 2.1), the two are 

not entirely equivalent, since the leading coefficients differ and Ingersoll apparently 

approximates the Schmidt number as one. In fact, Sc=ν/D is about 0.5 for typical Martian 

conditions. As a result, if all parameters are the same, the sublimation rate from Eq. 2.8 is 

roughly two-thirds that from Eq. 2.1.  

Ingersoll (1970) explicitly assumed that the atmosphere and the surface were at 

the same temperature and that the background atmosphere contained a negligible amount 

of water vapor. However, in many situations including most natural conditions, the 

atmospheric and surface temperatures differ by some amount. This can enhance or reduce 

the compositionally driven buoyancy; for instance, an atmosphere warmer than the ice 

surface will suppress sublimation, since the higher background temperature partially (or 
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completely) counteracts the effect of water vapor on density. Ingersoll also assumed that 

the background atmosphere contained no water. This is a reasonable assumption near the 

melting point of water where the saturation pressure is far higher than typical vapor 

pressures on Mars, but at temperatures near the frost point the atmosphere may already 

contain a substantial fraction of its possible water capacity. The ratio Δρ/ρ may be 

written to account for temperature differences and background humidity (following Mills, 

2001):  
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    (2.9) 

As in Mills (2001), the denominator is the average of the surface and atmospheric 

densities, rather than the surface gas density.  

Figure 2 shows the difference between these versions of free-convection 

sublimation, displaying the rates calculated using Eqs. 2.8 and 2.9 and the rates from 

Ingersoll’s equations. For application of Ingersoll’s equations, the relevant temperature 

was assumed to be that of the ice surface. For this comparison, it is assumed that the 

atmospheric pressure is 800 Pa. For the case incorporating background water vapor 

content, a partial pressure of 0.3 Pa was assumed unless this would saturate the 

atmosphere. In this case, the atmospheric water vapor pressure was held at the saturation 

pressure for the atmospheric temperature. These atmospheric conditions are generic but 

not too different from summer conditions on Mars.  
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Figure 2. Free-convection sublimation rates calculated using (a) Eq. 2.8 and 2.9 in 
comparison with (B) Eqs. 2.1 and 2.2. Contour units are kg m-2 s-1.  
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Ingersoll (1970) specifically limited his model to conditions where atmospheric 

and surface temperatures are equal; these plots demonstrate that this model may be 

inappropriate when this assumption is not valid. Although the plots are fundamentally 

similar, some relevant differences can be readily seen. Using Ingersoll’s equations, 

sublimation rate is independent of atmospheric temperature. By contrast, the temperature-

dependent density difference provides some slope to the contours, and cuts off 

sublimation for particularly cold ice under warm gas even though the atmosphere is well 

below saturation in this case. Absolute sublimation rates at given temperature conditions 

are moderately different, partially due to the differences in the two parameterizations. 

Fig. 3 shows the ratio of the two expressions for various temperature conditions.  

 

Figure 3. Contours of the ratio of the free-convection sublimation rate preferred in 
this work to that given by Ingersoll (1970).  
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2.3 Comparison of Theory and Experiments 

 A significant quantity of experimental work has been conducted in recent years in 

order to test sublimation models (particularly that of Ingersoll) under Martian conditions. 

Hecht (2002), Kuznetz and Gan (2002), Sears and Chittenden (2005), Sears and Moore 

(2005), Moore and Sears (2006), Taylor et al. (2006) and Chittenden et al. (2008) all 

reported on experiments on sublimation or evaporation under Mars-like conditions, and 

compared their results with the theoretical model of Ingersoll (1970) or similar theories. 

Apart from Hecht (2002), experimenters have not considered other parameterizations of 

free convection or temperature-dependent forms of Δρ/ρ, although Taylor et al. (2006) 

discussed some issues associated with non-uniform temperature. These experiments 

generally yield good agreement with Ingersoll’s model, although it appears that 

Ingersoll’s equation typically underestimates sublimation somewhat. It is thus of some 

concern that the preferred free-convection equations described above predict less 

sublimation than those of Ingersoll (Fig. 3) at temperatures near the melting point, where 

most experiments are conducted. It may be expected that the preferred free-convection 

relation above will be a poorer fit to the published experimental data for Mars-like 

conditions, since the experiments were conducted in a different regime. Therefore, it is of 

interest to compare my preferred version with published data and to explain such a 

deviation in order to justify the use of this model.    

Chittenden et al. (2008) provide a very complete tabulation of relevant parameters 

for their experimental work in concert with the relevant results. Figure 4 shows modeled 
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sublimation rates using the equations from Ingersoll (1970) and those from Mills (2001) 

in comparison with the no-wind, low-humidity data from Chittenden et al. Two 

significant concerns emerge from this comparison. First, all three parameterizations 

systematically underlie the experimental data for almost all cases; Ingersoll’s relations 

come the closest, with the parameterization for high GrSc apparently the worst in 

comparison with this data. Second, each relation shows a positive slope in Fig. 4; in other 

words, the quality of the fit appears to get much worse at low temperature.  

 

Figure 4. Sublimation rates from three models compared with experimental data 
from Chittenden et al. (2008). All three models appear to predict too little 
sublimation and become less accurate at low temperature. Likely reasons for this 
are discussed in the text.  
 

The latter issue is related to a feature of the data: the measured sublimation rate is 

only weakly dependent on ice surface temperature, and appears to fall with increasing 
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temperature. This counterintuitive result may be due to evaporative cooling; Chittenden 

et al. give only a single value for surface temperature, but their Fig. 3 shows temperature 

falling over time. Greater sublimation rates would cause greater evaporative cooling of 

the surface and reduce the surface temperature, perhaps accounting for this effect, 

although without more information or a thermal model of the experimental setup this 

cannot be evaluated further.  

The other potentially significant source of error not accounted is the scale. 

Although the mass fluxes in Eqs. 2.1 and 2.8 are not length scale-dependent, they apply 

only over some range of the product GrSc, which depends strongly on the length scale. 

Most experimenters have either assumed that the high-GrSc parameterization is 

appropriate (Hecht, 2002) or ignored the issue; this is likely because Ingersoll (1970) 

does not state a range of applicability, although the form of Eq. 2.1 is consistent with a 

modified version of the parameterization for high GrSc. Taylor et al. (2006) noted this 

issue, although they did not pursue it, perhaps because they did not consider 

parameterizations not involving the one-third power of GrSc. However, experiments 

usually involve very small samples and thus fall in a regime well outside the proper 

range. The length scale can be given as the area of the plate divided by the perimeter 

(Incropera and de Witt, 1985); for either a circular or a square sample, this is one quarter 

of the sample width. For a reasonable experimental sample size of 6 cm, GrSc is expected 

to be less than 100 for most conditions. Figure 5 shows values of GrSc for terrestrial 

gravity and a 1.5 cm length scale.  
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Figure 5. Contour plot of the values of the product GrSc for terrestrial gravity and a 
1.5 cm length scale.  
 

What effect does this have on comparisons between experimental data and 

theory? Figure 6 shows the value of the Sherwood number Sh as a function of the product 

of the Grashof and Schmidt numbers, GrSc, using parameterizations of Sh given by Mills 

(2001). The sublimation rate is proportional to the Sherwood number divided by the 

length scale (see Eq. 2.7). At values of GrSc typical of experimental conditions, neither 

parameterization applies. Therefore, it is not surprising that the preferred model for 

sublimation fails to reproduce the experimental results, since it is applicable to an entirely 

different regime. Because the low-GrSc parameterization is more shallowly sloped than 

Eq. 2.8, it predicts more sublimation (higher Sherwood number) for experimental 

conditions. Despite this, both parameterizations under-predict sublimation under 
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experimental conditions and predict less than Ingersoll’s equations (Fig. 4). Even the 

low-GrSc parameterization is probably not accurate for experimental conditions, which 

may be in an entirely different regime and also likely violate the assumption of a low 

mass transfer rate.  

 

Figure 6. Sherwood number Sh as a function of the product of the Grashof and 
Schmidt numbers GrSc, using Eqs. 2.5 and 2.6 (solid lines). Sh is related to the 
sublimation rate by Eq. 2.7. The conditions of typical experiments are in a different 
regime from those of the Martian surface for length scales over a meter, and are in a 
regime where the usual free-convection parameterizations do not apply. Typical 
ranges of GrSc for each are shown at the top of the plot. The dashed line shows the 
projection of Eq. 2.5 to low GrSc.  

It is also of interest to consider the sublimation rates derived from the two 

parameterizations more directly. Using Eqs. 2.5-2.7, the ratio of the high-GrSc to the 

low-GrSc sublimation rate parameterization is  

! 

mhigh /mlow = 0.26(GrSc)

1

12        (2.10) 
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assuming all other parameters are equal. As expected, this is approximately one at the 

crossover point, GrSc=2x107. For GrSc=105, the ratio is 0.68, so if the high-GrSc 

parameterization is applied here it will be a modest underestimate. For small length 

scales, Martian conditions may fall into this regime. Figure 7 shows values of GrSc for 

Martian surface conditions with length scales of 1 and 5 m, with Δρ/ρ set to zero if 

negative. (A stably stratified atmosphere with density decreasing upwards will not 

convect; parameterizations of free convection over cold plates are likely strongly 

influenced by edge effects (Jakob, 1949) and the finite scale of the plate.) For a 5-meter 

length scale, most of the conditions where free convection occurs at all do meet the 

criterion for Eq. 2.8; however, for a 1-meter scale, the values are below the designated 

range. However, they fall into the regime where Eq. 2.8 is incorrect but not too far off.   

This analysis implies that the discrepancy between experiments and my preferred 

theoretical model is not surprising, and the model can reasonably be applied to the 

Martian surface. Equations 2.1 and 2.2 (from Ingersoll, 1970) predict more sublimation 

than Eqs. 2.8 and 2.9 in the temperature ranges of most experiments, which may partially 

compensate for error in projecting these equations to small scales. This issue must be 

added to the various other uncertainties in comparison of experimental results with both 

models and real conditions. 
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Figure 7. Contour plot of GrSc for Martian surface conditions with length scales of 
(A) 1 m and (B) 5 m. For the larger length scale Eq. 2.5 is appropriate for most 
conditions where sublimation occurs at all; for the smaller, Eq. 2.6 may be better, 
but Eq. 2.5 is not too far off (see text).  
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CHAPTER 3 
 

MODELING SUBLIMATION OF ICE EXPOSED BY NEW IMPACTS IN THE 
MARTIAN MID-LATITUDES 

 

This chapter is drawn from a paper of the same title submitted to Icarus. The 

authors of the submitted paper are C. M. Dundas and S. Byrne.   

 

3.1 Abstract 

New impacts in the Martian mid-latitudes have exposed near-surface ice. This ice 

is observed to slowly fade over timescales of months. In the present Martian climate, 

exposed surface ice is unstable during summer months in the mid-latitudes and will 

sublimate. We model the sublimation of ice at five new impact sites and examine the 

implications of its persistence. Even with generally conservative assumptions, for most 

reasonable choices of parameters it is likely that over a millimeter of sublimation 

occurred in the period during which the ice was observed to fade. The persistence of 

visible ice through such sublimation suggests that the ice is relatively pure rather than 

pore-filling. Such ice could be analogous to the nearly pure ice observed by the Phoenix 

Lander in the “Dodo-Goldilocks” trench and suggests that the high ice contents reported 

by the Mars Odyssey Gamma Ray Spectrometer at high latitudes extend to the mid-

latitudes. Our observations are consistent with a model of the Martian ice table in which a 
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layer with high volumetric ice content overlies pore-filling ice, although other structures 

are possible.  

 

3.2 Introduction 

Sublimation and evaporation have long been recognized as significant processes 

on Mars, relevant to understanding the evolution of ice and the possibility of liquid 

surface water. Exposed ice will sublimate at temperatures above the frost point. Ingersoll 

(1970) calculated the rate of mass loss from ice in a static atmosphere. A number of 

subsequent workers have produced more detailed models and derived estimates for 

sublimation rates on the Martian surface under various conditions (e.g. Wallace and 

Sagan, 1979; Toon et al., 1980; Carr, 1990; Ivanov and Muhleman, 2000; Hecht, 2002; 

Taylor et al., 2006; Williams et al., 2008). In this chapter, we investigate the sublimation 

of ice exposed by mid-latitude impacts. We describe a thermal model that incorporates 

the effect of sublimation, and model the ice loss history at the observed new impact sites 

with exposed ice.  

Exposed ice has been reported in new impact craters in the northern mid-latitudes 

of Mars (Byrne et al., 2009) based on images from the Context Camera (CTX; Malin et 

al., 2007) and the High Resolution Imaging Science Experiment camera (HiRISE; 

McEwen et al., 2007) onboard the Mars Reconnaissance Orbiter. Ice patches a few 

meters across were observed on the floors or ejecta of small craters (Figs. 8, 9). Byrne et 

al. compared the distribution of these craters with models of ice distribution and depth to 

stable buried ice, finding that ice has likely been recently stable at the sites and depths 
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excavated. In contrast, surface ice is unstable in summer at these locations, and the ice 

exposures changed noticeably on timescales of a few months during Martian summer 

(Fig. 8). The relatively warm summer temperatures drive sublimation from the ice 

surface.  

 

Figure 8. HiRISE false-color images of one crater at the first ice exposure site 
discovered, showing visible ice at Ls 126 (Sept. 12, 2008) and Ls 162 (Nov. 22, 2008) 
but none at Ls 180. The impact occurred no later than Ls 111 (Aug. 10, 2008), so ice 
remained visible for at least three and potentially up to six months. Cutouts have 
been stretched individually to show contrast between ice and regolith; color and 
brightness change in the surrounding surface is actually minimal. The ice is 
particularly bright in the HiRISE blue-green filter, but somewhat darker than the 
surroundings in the red and near-IR, and so appears blue to white in these images. 

An important question is whether the ice is pore-filling or relatively pure. High 

volumetric ice contents have been suggested at high latitudes based on Mars Odyssey 

Gamma Ray Spectrometer (GRS) data (e.g. Boynton et al., 2002). Pore-filling ice can be 

readily explained by vapor deposition from the atmosphere (Mellon and Jakosky, 1993), 

while formation of excess ice (ice exceeding the natural pore space of a soil) may require 

other processes (e.g. Mellon et al., 2008). If a large thickness sublimates before the ice is 

obscured by a lag, this would imply low dust content in the ice, although this may be 

influenced by atmospheric deposition or removal of dust. We compare model results with 
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observations from HiRISE which show time sequences of change over several sites 

during Martian summer. Finally, we discuss the model results in comparison with the 

observed timescales of ice persistence in order to assess the nature of the ice and the 

implications of its presence. We deliberately make mostly conservative assumptions in 

our calculations of the total sublimation in order to place an upper limit on the dust 

content of the ice. 

 

Figure 9. HiRISE false-color images of ice exposure sites 2-5 (A-D). Each panel is 50 
m wide. Each scene and each HiRISE color is individually stretched for maximum 
contrast. Ice appears white because it is bright in all filters, not because of the 
intrinsic color. (HiRISE images PSP_010440_2235, PSP_010625_2360, 
PSP_010585_2255 and PSP_010861_2265). 

 

3.3 Thermal and Sublimation Model 

3.3.1 Thermal Model 

We use a one-dimensional layered thermal model similar to that of Kieffer et al. 

(1977) to investigate the temperature evolution of the exposed ice patches. (Throughout 

this chapter, we will refer to the exposures as ice; the dust content and ice purity are 

discussed in section 3.6.) The model is an explicit finite-difference thermal model with 
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layer thickness increasing geometrically with depth. We extend the model to five times 

the effective annual skin depth, and assume a geothermal heat flux of 30 mW m-2 at the 

base. Similar models have been used by a number of other investigators with various 

modifications. We solve for the energy balance of the surface layer using the following 

expression: 
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where U is the energy per unit area. Qsolar represents the solar radiation absorbed by the 

surface based on the albedo and the incident solar flux. The solar flux varies with season, 

latitude and time of day; we use the planetographic latitude for this calculation, as this 

sets the incidence angle. We assume that all absorption is in the topmost model layer. Qc 

represents the net conduction to or from the adjacent layers, QLWF is infrared radiation 

from the atmosphere and εσT4 is the emissivity multiplied by the blackbody radiation 

emitted from the surface. SH is the sensible heat imparted from the atmosphere, and the 

final term is the latent heat due to sublimation of an ice mass msub. If the surface 

temperature reaches the frost point of CO2, we hold the regolith surface temperature at 

the frost point and track condensation and sublimation of CO2 ice.   

The atmospheric long-wavelength flux QLWF is parameterized as emissivity 

multiplied by 4% of the peak noontime insolation, following Aharonson and Schorghofer 

(2006). Some previous models (e.g. Kieffer et al., 1977) have utilized a 2% 

approximation, but Haberle and Jakosky (1991) found that this is an underestimate for a 

clear atmosphere, and even higher values are appropriate if the atmosphere is dusty. The 

true flux is pressure-dependent (and therefore elevation-dependent), while this flux 
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estimate is not; Haberle and Jakosky modeled the Viking Lander 1 site, which is at an 

elevation of -3.6 km, close to the elevations of the fresh craters studied here (-2.5 to -4 

km), and so this should be a good approximation. This flux also varies over the diurnal 

cycle, and is highest in the afternoon (Haberle and Jakosky, 1991), while we assume a 

constant flux throughout the day and night. If this variation were incorporated, it would 

tend to slightly increase the amplitude of diurnal surface temperature variations and thus 

raise the peak temperature attained. This would slightly increase the total sublimation, 

since the sublimation rate depends nonlinearly on temperature. We assume a clear 

atmosphere at all times. Atmospheric opacity could block some incident insolation and 

slightly reduce the peak temperatures (Haberle and Jakosky, 1991), but northern mid-

latitude optical depths in spring and summer are typically very low (Smith et al., 2001).   

We set up the scenario for the impact by producing a realistic initial thermal 

profile using our multi-layer thermal model (Fig. 10). We considered initial conditions 

with two or three material layers, each comprised of many model layers. We model ice 

under a layer of ice-free regolith and run the model for forty Mars years to establish a 

consistent initial temperature profile. Timesteps were chosen to satisfy the Courant 

criterion for model stability. We consider two possible scenarios at the time of impact, 

depending on the site morphology. If ice is exposed at the bottom of a crater, we expose 

the ice table by removing the regolith cover. For ice exposed in crater ejecta, we emplace 

ice on top of the existing model structure with ice and regolith. We omit heat deposition 

from the impact, which would increase the initial sublimation rates. Beginning with this 
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stage, we also incorporate latent and sensible heat, and track sublimation of the ice from 

the surface.  

 

Figure 10. Model ground temperature conditions at impact for site 1 for an assumed 
impact time of Ls 96. The impact is assumed to remove the ice-free regolith layer 
above the dotted line. Note that the excavated thickness is much larger than the 
diurnal skin depth, so the time of day has no effect on the temperature profile in the 
ice. Seasonal temperature variations propagating into the ice are resolved by the 
model but not visible with the truncated y-axis. 
 

The thermal model used in this chapter is one-dimensional and assumes that all 

conditions are laterally uniform. Modest lateral variations probably occur, as seen at the 

Phoenix Lander site (Smith et al., 2009). However, for a small ice patch on a crater floor, 

lateral conduction of heat is likely to be a significant effect. The temperatures of the 

exposed ice are higher than the temperatures of adjacent buried ice at most times, so the 

buried ice acts as a net heat sink. For cases where we uncover the ice table, we estimated 
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lateral conduction rates using the temperature difference between the exposed-ice thermal 

model and the temperature of the corresponding layer in a regional thermal model with 

the original properties, over a length scale set by the thermal diffusion length scale in ice 

for the time since impact. The calculated lateral fluxes were applied to change the 

temperature of each layer, treated as a cylinder with appropriate thickness and diameter 

corresponding to the approximate size of each ice patch. This approach is less accurate 

than a complete two-dimensional model, since the length scale for conduction is a 

simplistic approximation and the temperature is probably not uniform across the width of 

the patch, especially at depth. Furthermore, once the lateral conduction length becomes 

significant, vertical conduction in the material around the column will affect the lateral 

temperature gradients near material boundaries where the horizontal length scales differ. 

However, this does provide a rough estimate for lateral heat loss while retaining 

computational simplicity.  

We omit any estimate of lateral conduction from cases where we emplace ice on 

top of the regolith (as in a crater ejecta blanket), because the insulating nature of the 

underlying regolith reduces conduction away from the surface ice and because the 

geometry in such cases is considerably more complex. It is still likely that there will be a 

thermal anomaly under the ice that will be affected by lateral conduction, and so this is 

not conservative with respect to sublimation. In this case the material adjacent to the ice 

surface will undergo significant diurnal temperature variations, and so may be a source of 

heat at times. The simple cylindrical symmetry assumed above is not valid for cases 

where one side of the ice patch is a crater wall. We do not attempt to completely model 
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this complex situation. Instead, for comparison, we also calculate sublimation rates for an 

exposed ice table under identical conditions. This gives a more conservative estimate for 

sublimation since it includes lateral conduction and omits insulation from underlying soil. 

Sensible heat flux into and out of the ice is given by the following equations 

(similar to Williams et al., 2008): 
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! 

SH = SH forced + SH free  

Equation 3.2 describes the forced convection sensible heat, while Eq. 3.3 describes free 

convection. Definitions for all parameters are given in Tables 1 and 2. Free convection is 

due to buoyancy of near-surface air, while the forced term is due to wind advection. The 

terms for mass loss through sublimation and associated latent heat removal are similar, as 

shown below. Sensible heat transfer could also exert a minor influence on the regional 

surface temperature as well. However, as described below, we use a simplistic model for 

atmospheric temperatures, controlled by the regional surface temperature, so we ignore 

this effect. It is more relevant for the ice surface, which may be at a significantly different 

temperature than the atmosphere. 
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Table 1. List of Constants 

Constant Description Value 
A Drag coefficient 0.002 (Dimensionless) 
g Acceleration due to gravity  3.71 m s-2 
k Boltzmann’s constant 1.38066x10-23 J K-1 

k0 Von Karman’s constant 0.4 (Dimensionless) 
LH2O Latent heat of sublimation for water ice 2.83x106 J kg-1 
Mw Molecular mass of water 2.99x10-26 kg 
mc Molar mass of CO2 0.044 kg 
mw Molar mass of water 0.018 kg 
R Universal gas constant 8.314 J K-1 mol-1 

z Height of measurement of wind speed 1.6 m* 
ε Emissivity 0.95 (Dimensionless) 
σ Stefan-Boltzmann constant 5.67x10-8 W m-2 K-4 

*Appropriate for Viking 2 wind speed measurements (Hess et al., 1977). 
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Table 2. List of Model Parameters 

Parameter Description Units 
b Exponent for atmospheric temperature parameterization Dimensionless 
CP Atmospheric specific heat  J kg-1 K-1 
D Diffusion coefficient for H2O in CO2  m2 s 
e Atmospheric water vapor partial pressure  Pa 
esat Saturated water vapor partial pressure  Pa 
gm Mass transfer conductance  
katm Atmospheric thermal conductivity W m-1 K-1 

L Length scale for free convection m 
msub Ice sublimation mass flux kg m-2 s-1 

Patm Atmospheric pressure Pa 
Qc Conductive energy flux J m-2 s-1 
QLWF Atmospheric long-wavelength (thermal) energy flux J m-2 s-1 
Qsolar Solar energy flux J m-2 s-1 
SH Sensible heat flux J m-2 s-1 
Tatm Near-surface atmospheric temperature K 
Tbl Boundary layer temperature K 
Tmin Most recent diurnal minimum in Treg K 
Treg Regional surface temperature K 
Tsurf Ice surface temperature K 
U Energy for a model layer J m-2 

uwind Wind speed  m s-1 

z0 Surface roughness parameter m 
Δη Difference between atmospheric and surface gas water 

mass fractions 
Dimensionless 

µ Dynamic viscosity Pa s 
ν Kinematic viscosity m2 s 
Δρ/ρ Atmospheric and surface gas density difference, divided by 

a reference density 
Dimensionless 

ρatm Atmospheric density kg m-3 

ρave Average of ρatm and ρsurf kg m-3 
ρsurf Density of saturated surface gas kg m-3 
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An estimate of near-surface atmospheric temperature is needed for these 

equations. This temperature is that of the near-surface air for purposes of modeling heat 

transfer; it is not directly related to the downwelling atmospheric infrared flux. Williams 

et al. (2008) addressed a similar situation by setting the atmospheric temperature to be the 

same as that of a sandy surface in a second thermal model. We use a similar approach, 

running a parallel thermal model with the parameters of the original ground surface. 

However, we note that the atmospheric temperature is not exactly the same as that of the 

regional surface, even very near the ground. Hess et al. (1976, 1977) found that in diurnal 

cycles at the Viking Lander sites, the minimum air and surface temperatures were 

comparable, but the maximum atmospheric temperature was roughly 20-25 K below the 

surface maximum. These measurements were made at a latitude and season similar to that 

of the ice exposures. We adopt the following parameterization for the near-surface 

atmospheric temperature: 

! 

Tatm = Tmin
b
Treg
1"b           (3.4) 

where Tmin is the most recent diurnal minimum in the regional surface temperature and 

Treg is the current regional surface temperature. This ensures that the minimum 

temperatures match, and that the maximum atmospheric temperature is less than that of 

the surface. This equation is an arbitrary parameterization, not based on any real 

atmospheric model. However, it has the advantage that a family of temperature models 

can be explored by varying the single parameter b, which effectively encapsulates 

variation in all of the parameters that could affect atmospheric temperature. It does not 

include the possibility that the temperature curves are phase-shifted in time, but air 
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temperatures at the Viking sites peaked in early afternoon (Hess et al., 1977), as do 

surface temperatures. The shape of the curve could also be different, but appears similar 

in Fig. 6 of Hess et al. (1977), and so we consider this acceptable. For typical Martian 

temperatures, we found that b=0.2 roughly matches the ~20-25 K peak temperature 

difference observed at the Viking sites in summertime. However, the real Martian 

atmosphere may have temperature variations over height ranges of decimeters (Schofield 

et al., 1997) and the relationship between atmospheric and surface temperature could 

vary. Therefore, we tested several values of b. 

Our model can incorporate multiple material layers, and we experimented with 

two- and three-layer initial models. (The number of layers here refers to the number of 

material layers, not the number of model layers.) We can vary both the depth to ice and 

the ice layer thickness. At the time of impact, the upper soil layer is removed, exposing 

the ice. Although it is possible that impacts could excavate some amount of ice, the very 

high conductivity of ice means that this will have a small effect on the initial temperature 

profile. We thin the topmost model layer over time based on the calculated sublimation. 

The total sublimated thicknesses are often much less than one model layer over the 

relevant timescales, rendering this a minor effect. 

For site 1, ice is exposed on crater floors, and so we incorporate shading due to 

the walls of the surrounding crater, which cuts off incident illumination. For simplicity, 

we assume that the ice still receives radiation from and emits to a completely open sky, 

without intervening crater walls. This approximation causes slightly cooler temperatures 

than would be expected, which will lead to an underestimate of sublimation; reradiated 
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heat from the ground will typically be more than that from an equivalent solid angle of 

sky, since in our model for long-wavelength atmospheric radiation the flux from the sky 

is equivalent to an effective blackbody temperature much less than that of the ground. 

Moreover, this neglects reflected light from the crater walls.  

 

3.3.2 Sublimation Model 

Like sensible heat, latent heat flux is described by free and forced convection 

terms. We calculate the mass flux due to sublimation using  
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! 

msub = mforced + mfree  

We use a sign convention such that both equations are positive if mass is lost from the 

surface. Equation 3.6 is closely related to the free-convection equation derived by 

Ingersoll (1970) and a similar expression from Hecht (2002), while versions of Eq. 3.5 

are derived by Paterson (1994) and Ivanov and Muhleman (2000). The mass is multiplied 

by the latent heat of sublimation to calculate the latent heat effect in Eq. 3.1. We also use 

these calculated values to track the total mass per unit area lost to sublimation as a 

function of time.  

Following Toon et al. (1980) and Williams et al. (2008), we use the sum of the 

free and forced convection equations to calculate total sublimation. In heat transfer 
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formalism, free and forced convection are coupled in ways more complex than simple 

addition (e.g. Incropera and de Witt, 1985), so caution is warranted in simply adding the 

two equations. However, Eq. 3.5 is derived differently from heat-transfer approaches to 

forced convection (e.g. Hecht, 2002), applying to a natural surface, and so does not 

simply fit the standard correlations. Adding the two equations gives a baseline zero-wind 

value and a linear increase in sublimation rate with wind speed, which is qualitatively 

consistent with the best-fit behavior reported under small-scale experimental conditions 

(Chittenden et al., 2008). Some more complex transitional behavior is likely at low wind 

speeds and may even be visible in the data of Chittenden et al., as there appears to be 

little increase in sublimation at low wind speeds. However, given the uncertainties in 

other parameters such as the drag coefficient and the translation from free convection 

over a discrete plate to a natural surface, we have opted for this simple approach. The 

general nature of our conclusions below would not be significantly altered even if we 

took an extreme approach and used only the larger of the two sublimation values at each 

timestep. 

The diffusion coefficient D and kinematic viscosity ν in Eq. 3.6 are calculated 

using the following equations from Chittenden et al. (2008) and references therein: 
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The relevant temperature for calculating these values is that of the boundary layer, Tbl, 

which can be set to the average of the ice and atmospheric temperatures (Hecht, 2002).  

The term 

! 

"# /#  is the ratio of the density difference between saturated and 

background atmospheric gases to an atmospheric density. The atmospheric density is 

variously given as the density of near-surface gas, or as the average of near-surface and 

atmospheric density. Ingersoll (1970) provides the following expression for 

! 

"# /#  in an 

atmosphere at the same temperature as the surface, with no background water vapor 

content: 
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This expression has been consistently used by other workers in applying free-convection 

equations to estimate sublimation rates on Mars. However, this expression only applies at 

zero relative humidity and for an atmosphere and surface at the same temperature. The 

Martian atmosphere may become saturated, particularly at night or in the winter, and in 

this case the assumed zero humidity is inappropriate. Incorporation of temperature effects 

can also have a relevant effect on the buoyancy of saturated air. We employ a different 

form (following Mills (2001)), which accounts for the possibility that the background 

atmosphere has some humidity and that there may be temperature differences between 

the atmosphere near the surface and the background atmosphere, leading to thermal as 

well as compositional effects on buoyancy: 
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If 

! 

"# /#  is less than zero (saturated surface air is not buoyant), we set it to zero; i.e., we 

assume forced convection provides a complete description of heat and mass transfer 

under those conditions. In general, this will occur when the atmosphere is much warmer 

than the ice surface, when some condensation might be expected.  

 We do not address the fate of vapor removed from the ice surface. During the day, 

the atmosphere has a low relative humidity and the sublimated vapor will be mixed into 

the atmosphere and transported away; the ice patches are far too small to have any effect 

on the overall atmospheric humidity far from the exposure. However, if the atmosphere is 

cold and saturated at night but the ice is relatively warm, the equations above imply that 

ice could still be removed by saturating near-surface gas warmed by the ice surface. Such 

vapor could recondense after traveling some short distance. If the condensed frost falls 

back to the ice or returns water vapor to the boundary layer above it before being 

transported away, this might suppress ice loss in this regime. This effect is potentially 

significant but poorly constrained. For instance, for a typical case at site 1, almost half of 

the modeled cumulative sublimation occurs in this regime. The sublimated vapor could 

snow out back onto the surface, but might form fog or be entrained and transported well 

away from the ice patch. We assume that all of the sublimated ice is removed. This may 

be the most significant assumption we make which is not conservative with respect to 

calculating sublimation.  
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The sublimation rate is strongly temperature-dependent, due to the nonlinear 

dependence of saturation pressure on temperature. It has recently been suggested that use 

of a saturation pressure set by the boundary layer temperature, rather than the ice 

temperature, gives a better match to experimental data (Chittenden et al., 2008). This 

approach was proposed to account for differences between experimentally measured 

sublimation rates and those calculated following Ingersoll (1970), similar to Eq. 3.6. 

Since the atmosphere may be warmer than the ice surface (although colder than the 

regional surface) at the warmest part of the day, this would significantly enhance 

modeled sublimation. However, convection parameterizations such as Eq. 3.6 are valid 

only over some range of the product GrSc, where Gr is the Grashof number and Sc is the 

Schmidt number, and most experiments appear to fall well outside the recommended 

range. For present purposes, we use Eq. 3.6 for free convection, and note that to the 

extent that this is incorrect, it is likely to underestimate sublimation. (See Chapter 2 for 

further discussion). This formulation has the additional benefit that the convection rate 

does not depend on the length scale and so none need be assumed.  

The drag coefficient A for forced convection is given by Paterson (1994) as: 

! 

A = k0
2
/[ln(z /z0)]

2         (3.11) 

where z0 is the surface roughness parameter, z is the height at which wind speed is 

measured and von Karman’s constant k0  is generally taken to be 0.4. Viking 2 measured 

wind speeds with a sensor at 1.6 m above the surface, finding typical values of 2-3 m/s 

(Hess et al., 1977). Surface roughness parameters range from 0.02-6 mm for various 

snow and ice surfaces on Earth, corresponding to coefficients from 0.0012 to 0.005 for 
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the Viking sensor height. Paterson recommends a value of 0.002 for ice; we take this as 

our nominal value, in the absence of any available measurements at the sites considered, 

but note that this value may be different for a surface freshly excavated by an impact. 

Variations in the drag coefficient are equivalent to variations in the wind speed since they 

are always multiplied, so we examined different wind speeds but did not vary the drag 

coefficient, following the approach of Williams et al. (2008). Such variations may also be 

taken to encompass other uncertainties associated with the forced-convection term, which 

nominally assumes an atmosphere with an adiabatic temperature gradient.  

 

3.4 Model Inputs 

3.4.1 Model Scenarios 

Site 1 of Byrne et al. (2009) has the best-constrained history from HiRISE and 

CTX observations. (Table 3 gives basic information about each of the five sites from 

Byrne et al.). The site is at 46°N, 177°E, on lowlands east of the Phlegra Montes. Ice is 

exposed on the floors of two craters (Fig. 8) in a crater cluster that formed between Ls 81 

and Ls 111. Polygonal terrain, which is likely due to repeated thermal contraction 

cracking, provides additional evidence for ground ice, although in principle the polygons 

could be relict landforms. The ice at site 1 was first observed by HiRISE at Ls 126 and 

has been observed to fade completely, disappearing between Ls 162 and Ls 180.  
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Table 3. Site Properties 

 Lat. (°N)* Lon. (°E) Albedo Thermal 
Inertia (J m-2 
K-1 s-1/2) 

Ice Table 
Depth** 
(m) 

Site 1 46.3 176.9 0.24 233 0.51 
Site 2 43.3 164.2 0.27 178 0.74 
Site 3 55.6 150.6 0.15 265 0.12 
Site 4 45.1 164.7 0.26 165 0.38 
Site 5 46.2 188.5 0.25 187 0.14 
*Planetocentric 
**From Mellon et al. (2004), as given by Byrne et al. (2009) 
 

We consider a variety of scenarios for the impact at site 1. The primary variation 

in initial conditions is the ice thickness; it is likely that the thickness of ice or icy ground 

is at least close to the 5-10 m spacing of the thermal contraction cracks observed at the 

site. We have considered ice extending to the bottom of the model, as well as five meters 

of ice underlain by dry soil; a thinner icy layer would raise the amplitude of temperature 

variations, enhancing sublimation. We assume an initial depth to the ice table of 0.51 m, 

the nominal value of Byrne et al. (2009), but modest variations in this depth have little 

effect on the initial temperature profile. In all cases we uncover the ice at the time of 

impact. In reality, some ice may be excavated by the impact event rather than simply 

uncovered, but ice temperature changes slowly with depth due to high thermal 

conductivity, and so this will cause only minor inaccuracy. We assume topographic 

shading appropriate for the floor of a flat crater with a depth/diameter ratio of 0.2, though 

the craters at site 1 are likely shallower than this (Byrne et al., 2009); the greater shading 

leads to a conservative estimate of sublimation.  
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We do not consider the effect of impact heating on the initial temperature 

structure. While the impact may significantly raise the temperature of the upper 

centimeters of the ice and perhaps even cause some melting (Reufer et al., 2009), this 

heat will largely be deposited within the diurnal thermal skin depth of ice. Hence, the 

thermal anomaly will be short-lived relative to the timescale over which ice is observed. 

We omit this effect and so underestimate the initial sublimation by some amount.  

At sites 2-5, the ice exposures are on crater walls and ejecta, rather than on the 

floor (Fig. 9). This suggests excavation completely through the layer producing visible 

ice, and emplacement of ice on top of the local regolith. These sites present a large range 

of geometries: ice on crater ejecta is essentially a flat exposure, while that on crater walls 

may be on very steep slopes and influenced by complex reflection and reradiation and 

varying degrees of shading. Rather than attempt to account for these complex geometries 

in detail, we assume flat topography for sites 2-5, omitting the topographic shading 

discussed above. This is a fair approximation for the ice in crater ejecta, less so for the 

more complex cases where ice is exposed within or draped over a crater wall. We use 

calculated equilibrium ice table depths for each site (Mellon et al., 2004; Byrne et al., 

2009), given in Table 3, to set the depth to ice for the initial models. For these sites we 

model sublimation from a ten-centimeter layer of ice emplaced on top of the original 

layered structure, as an approximation for icy ejecta emplaced on the surface.  

As a more conservative estimate of the total sublimation at sites 2-5, we also 

examined scenarios where we exposed the ice table rather than emplacing ice on top the 

regolith. For these scenarios we assumed no topographic shading, but did include 
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estimated lateral heat conduction. The sublimation values from these cases are almost 

certainly underestimates, since regolith underlying ice will trap heat near the surface. 

Hence, these may be regarded as conservative estimates for these sites.  

For these sites, the true nature of the exposures may be a mix of these two 

extremes. The geometries are in fact significantly more complex than emplacing or 

exposing a uniform layer of ice on otherwise flat terrain, and we have also omitted effects 

of possible regional slopes. The ice patches shrink significantly over time; at site 4, for 

instance, there is little ice on the ejecta and the exposure appears to be largely confined to 

the crater walls by Ls 185. Shrinking implies that either the ice thickness or the dust 

content of the ice is non-uniform, or that small-scale geometric effects play a role in 

sublimation rates and ice survival. It is very possible that all of these effects are 

significant. Moreover, ice exposures occurring in crater walls will receive insolation 

significantly different than flat terrain at the same location. Given the small scale of the 

craters, slope temperatures may also be influenced by lateral conduction from ground 

behind the slope, which will experience significant seasonal temperature variations to 

depths comparable to the crater depths. Hence the geometry at each site will have 

complex effects on the temperatures, beyond the scope of our model.    

 

3.4.2 Input parameters 

We use thermal inertia values from the 20 pixel/degree (3 km/pixel at the equator) 

map of Putzig and Mellon (2007) to estimate the regolith thermal conductivity, using an 

assumed density of 1650 kg m-3 and heat capacity CP of 837 J kg-1 K-1 (Mellon et al., 
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2004). As there is considerable scatter in thermal inertia values, we choose the median 

nighttime thermal inertia in a 5x5 pixel area centered on each impact site. Thermal 

conductivity of the Martian regolith does depend on temperature (Zent et al., 2009) and 

vertical variations in material properties are possible, but poorly constrained. For 

simplicity, we assume a constant thermal conductivity for all regolith material at each 

site. We use ice thermophysical properties appropriate for 200 K (Aharonson and 

Schorghofer, 2006), neglecting the small variations due to temperature. As discussed 

below, it is likely that some of the ice in question is pore-filling ice. For simplicity, we 

use the thermophysical properties of pure ice, which has thermal inertia of 2137 J m-2 K-1 

s-1/2, compared with 2290 J m-2 K-1 s-1/2 for ice-cemented ground using the parameters of 

Mellon et al. (2004). This is sufficiently similar as to have only a minor effect on the 

temperature distribution. For the regional models, we use measured Thermal Emission 

Spectrometer (TES) bolometric albedos (Christensen et al., 2001). The sites are typically 

bland in HiRISE color apart from the impact effects, so it is likely that the albedos are 

sufficiently uniform to apply the TES value at smaller scales. Table 3 shows the thermal 

inertia and regional albedo for each site.  

We used initial albedos of 0.3-0.5 for exposed ice at site 1, consistent with clean 

or slightly dirty ice (Paterson, 1994). (Note that shock effects from the impact could 

affect the albedo, for instance by forming reflective fracture surfaces.) The ice patches at 

site 1 are brighter than the dark zones around the craters (Byrne et al., 2009), which may 

be representative of the soil at some depth. Relative to the adjacent plains, the patches are 

bright in the HiRISE blue-green filter but darker in red and near-IR, even at the time of 
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the first HiRISE image of the site. Consequently, the initial albedos used may be too high 

(in particular, 0.5 is likely an extreme case), which will tend to underestimate 

sublimation. The ice is observed to fade over time. For site 1, we approximate this effect 

by forcing the ice albedo to darken linearly over time to a final value of 0.2 at Ls 171, the 

midpoint between the last HiRISE image showing ice and the first without any ice 

visible. This albedo is slightly darker than the plains surrounding site 1, consistent with 

the observed brightness ratios. Linear darkening roughly approximates the behavior 

observed by Byrne et al. (2009), but is simplistic since the true albedo will depend on the 

dust content of the ice and possible grain growth within it, the sublimation history, and 

atmospheric deposition or removal of dust.  

Darkening is presumably due, at least in part, to development of an increasingly 

opaque lag or expansion of the area within each pixel covered by such a lag. Lateral heat 

conduction over scales of a few centimeters in ice is rapid, and so it is reasonable to 

approximate the albedo of the patch as fading even if sub-pixel patches remain bright. 

For site 1, all pixels of ice appear to fade together and the patch shrinks only minimally 

before disappearing, consistent with uniform accumulation of a lag or with very small-

scale patchiness. Therefore, the approximation of a uniformly fading albedo is reasonable 

here.  

At sites 2-5, the exposed ice brightness is higher than the undisturbed 

surroundings in all filters in the initial HiRISE images, by factors ranging from 1.1 to 4.2 

depending on site and color band (Byrne et al., 2009). (The highest ratio for each band is 

found at site 3, likely because the region has a much lower albedo rather than because of 
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any inherent difference in the ice.) The albedo history is more complex at these sites, as 

the ice patches both fade and shrink; pixels near the edge lose any sign of ice well before 

those at the core. There was also still ice extant at each of these sites at the time of the 

most recent HiRISE image. However, it does appear that the patches darken over time. 

Rather than attempt to model this level of complexity in detail, we assume initial albedos 

of 0.3, 0.4 and 0.5 and a final albedo of 0.3 reached at the time of the last HiRISE image. 

Byrne et al. (2009) give intervals in which the impacts could have occurred; we examined 

impact times at the end of the interval and at either the interval midpoint or Ls 60, 

whichever occurred later. The Ls 60 cutoff was imposed because some of the sites have 

possible impact times spanning over a year, but the observed timescales of fading 

suggests relatively recent events. If the impacts occurred earlier, more sublimation would 

be expected. 

Atmospheric water vapor pressure (Smith, 2002) varies systematically with 

season and latitude, in additional to geographic variations. As the observed sublimation 

occurred during northern summer, we estimated the summertime near-surface partial 

pressure of water vapor using Eq. C4 of Schorghofer and Aharonson (2005), with column 

abundances and condensation heights estimated from Smith (2002). This may be an 

overestimate; recent work has suggested that TES data systematically overestimated 

water vapor abundance (Fouchet et al., 2007), and summertime water vapor content is 

higher than at other seasons. Using a high value will suppress sublimation at some times 

of year, giving a lower bound on sublimation. If the atmospheric temperature falls below 

the frost point at night, we hold the vapor pressure at saturation (similar to Mellon and 
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Jakosky, 1993). This behavior is qualitatively consistent with that observed by the 

Phoenix Lander (Hudson et al., 2009), although the atmospheric vapor pressure was 

reported to drop before the atmosphere reaches the frost point. This may be due to 

regolith adsorption or the effect of perchlorate salts. All else being equal, earlier 

reduction in the vapor content would slightly increase sublimation. We do not 

specifically track the state of water vapor temporarily removed from the regional 

atmosphere due to saturation. Midlatitude atmospheric water vapor content is equivalent 

to at most tens of precipitable microns, and nighttime saturation may lead to fogs or 

clouds or adsorption into the regolith rather than formation of surface frost (Schorghofer 

and Edgett, 2006). Additionally, the ice patches will be warmer than the surrounding 

ground at night (Fig. 11) due to a high thermal inertia, inhibiting condensation there.  

Typical summer wind speeds measured at the Viking 2 landing site at a similar 

latitude on the northern plains were 2-3 m/s (Hess et al., 1977). Winds at the Phoenix 

landing site ranged from 1-12 m/s, but were most commonly 2-6 m/s (Holstein-Rathlou et 

al., 2009). We used a nominal value of 2.5 m/s, and considered extremes of 0 and 7.5 

m/s. Although zero wind is unlikely, ice on crater floors may be sheltered from the wind, 

so this is an extreme but potentially relevant case. We note that the forced-convection 

sublimation rate is linear with wind speed (Eq. 3.4), and so using an averaged rather than 

time-varying value does not introduce any error unless wind speed also correlates with 

time of day (and thus the saturated vapor pressure, which does not vary linearly with 

temperature). The winds at the Viking 2 site reported by Hess et al. did show some 
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systematic diurnal variation, but in the absence of any data for the crater sites we have 

simply assumed constant speed.   

 

3.5 Results 

For each site, we simulated a variety of scenarios exploring all combinations of 

the parameters given in Table 4. Table 5 summarizes the range of results for all five sites. 

Sublimation mass fluxes from each timestep are converted to sublimated thicknesses of 

ice. For each site, the “baseline” case assumes an initial ice albedo of 0.4, ice extending 

to depth, 2.5 m/s wind and b=0.2. The impact time is the midpoint value for site 1, and 

the later impact time for sites 2-5 where only two impact times were considered. This 

baseline represents a reasonable intermediate value in parameter space, but not a 

definitive best estimate of the site properties. 
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Table 4. Parameters Varied in Thermal Model 

Parameter Values Considered 
 Site 1 Site 2 Site 3 Site 4 Site 5 
Impact Ls 81, 96, 111 60, 94 76, 129 74, 127 60, 92 
Final Ls* 171 235 190 222 204 
Ice table 
thickness (m) 

5, ∞ 5, ∞ 5, ∞ 5, ∞ 5, ∞ 

Initial ice 
albedo 

0.3, 0.4, 0.5 0.3, 0.4, 0.5 0.3, 0.4, 0.5 0.3, 0.4, 0.5 0.3, 0.4, 0.5 

Final ice 
albedo 

0.2 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.3 

Wind speed 
(m/s) 

0.0, 2.5, 7.5 0.0, 2.5, 7.5 0.0, 2.5, 7.5 0.0, 2.5, 7.5 0.0, 2.5, 7.5 

Atmospheric 
exponent b** 

0.1, 0.2, 0.3 0.1, 0.2, 0.3 0.1, 0.2, 0.3 0.1, 0.2, 0.3 0.1, 0.2, 0.3 

*Midpoint time between last image with ice and first image without ice for site 1, last 
HiRISE image (showing ice) for sites 2-5. A HiRISE image of site 5 at Ls 259 suggests 
that ice was still present at that time, but the image is hazy, so we have conservatively 
used the earlier date.  
**See Eq. 3.4.  
 

Table 5. Range of Model Results 

 Total Sublimation at Final Time (mm) 
 Site 1 Site 2* Site 3* Site 4* Site 5* 
Minimum, all cases 0.35 2.1 (0.8) 0.23 (0.23) 0.89 (0.4) 1.9 (0.85) 
Baseline 1.8 9.8 (2.6) 1.3 (0.88) 4.0 (1.2) 8.0 (2.6) 
Maximum, all cases 6.9 57 (11.5) 20 (9.7) 44 (8.7) 42 (10.7) 
Minimum, wind 
speed ≥ 2.5 m/s 

0.97 4.1 (1.7) 0.58 (0.54) 1.7 (0.76) 3.8 (1.8) 

*For sites 2-5, the initial value is that for the cases where a layer of ice is emplaced on 
top of regolith, and the value in parentheses is that for the cases where the ice table is 
exposed.  
Note: decimal places given do not indicate any assessment of model accuracy. Sources of 
error are discussed in the text.  
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Figure 11 shows the temperature history of an ice patch at site 1 with intermediate 

parameters, in comparison with the regional surface temperatures over the same time 

interval. For site 1, the modeled cumulative sublimation at Ls 171 was generally between 

0.35 and 4 mm, with a few extreme cases above 6 mm. Figure 12 shows a modeled 

sublimation history at site 1 for the baseline case described above, which gave 1.8 mm of 

sublimation. The lowest values were for those cases that assumed an initial albedo of 0.5 

and zero wind. The minimum total sublimation in any case tested was 0.35 mm. Total 

sublimation before disappearance for each case would be somewhat less if the lag 

became opaque before Ls 171, but ice was visible until at least Ls 162; in the baseline 

case, 1.6 mm of sublimation occurred by that time.  

 

Figure 11. Model ice temperatures (gray) as well as regional surface temperatures 
(black) over the interval during which ice was exposed at site 1, for baseline case 
assuming that the impact occurred at Ls 96 and ice disappeared at Ls 171. 
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Figure 12. Modeled cumulative sublimation history from the ice patch at site 1 for 
ice extending to depth, with intermediate values of other parameters. In this 
example, the impact occurred and sublimation commenced at Ls 96 and almost 2 
mm of ice sublimated before the patch faded sometime between Ls 162 and 180; the 
line terminates at Ls 171, the midpoint time. Ice is likely still present and slowly 
sublimating through a lag after fading. Open diamonds indicate times of HiRISE 
images showing ice still present, while filled diamonds indicate times of images 
showing no visible ice. 
 

The parameter with the strongest effect at site 1 is the wind speed. For otherwise 

equivalent cases, an increase from 0 to 7.5 m/s wind speed increases the total sublimation 

by a factor of 5-7, indicating the importance of forced convection. For cases with 2.5 or 

7.5 m/s wind speed, total sublimation is always greater than 0.9 mm. Different values for 

ice albedo and impact time can also cause significant variation. For instance, cases with 

impact at Ls 81 had sublimated thicknesses about 1.8 times those with impact at Ls 111. 

(Note that since the albedo is assumed to darken linearly over the interval between impact 
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and Ls 171, cases with later impacts darken more quickly over time.) The difference 

between a five-meter-thick ice layer and one extending to the bottom of the model was 

minor, as was the effect of the atmospheric temperature parameter.  

Sites 2-5 show similar trends. Sublimated thicknesses are higher for cases where 

ice is emplaced on top of regolith, with baseline values of several millimeters and 

extremes of several centimeters. Site 3 experiences distinctly less sublimation than the 

other sites for comparable parameters due to its significantly higher latitude. For these 

sites, the ice exposures are not sheltered from the wind, and so the cases with zero wind 

speed are particularly unlikely. Everywhere except site 3, the minimum sublimated 

thickness for non-zero wind cases is over a millimeter. For these sites, the cases where 

ice was exposed generally give values similar to site 1; these may be reasonable 

approximations for parts of the geometrically complex exposures.  

 

3.6 Discussion 

3.6.1 Model Uncertainties and Interpretation 

We have made mostly conservative assumptions with respect to calculating the 

total sublimation from the ice, or tested a range of values encompassing most plausible 

cases. We use a constant rather than diurnally varying value for QLWF, which tends to 

reduce the amplitude of the diurnal temperature fluctuation. We ignore heating from the 

impact, which could significantly enhance sublimation for a brief interval after the impact 

event. The corrections made for topography at site 1 are conservative: the crater 
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depth/diameter ratio assumed is high, leading to excess shading, and we ignore reflection 

and radiation from crater walls, instead retaining absorption from and emission to a cold 

sky. We assume a constant and relatively high daytime atmospheric water vapor content. 

Our free-convection parameterization cuts off sublimation by this process if the 

atmosphere becomes significantly warmer than the surface during the warmest part of the 

day, and should underpredict sublimation for some possible conditions (Chapter 2). The 

most significant potentially non-conservative assumption is the removal of sublimated ice 

when the surface is warmer than a saturated atmosphere. Also, our lateral heat flow 

estimate is simplistic and could be an underestimate. While some aspects of the model 

are poorly constrained, model error for site 1 is most likely to be in the direction of 

under-predicting sublimation. Therefore, it appears probable that impact-exposed ice 

remained visible over a period in which over a millimeter of net ice ablation occurred. 

For sites 2-5, most of these conservative factors apply, but we omit heat losses to 

lateral conduction for the cases where ice is emplaced on top of the regolith, as discussed 

above. Such cases are more sensitive to errors in the depth to the ice table and to the 

assumed thickness of the deposited ice layer; a thinner ice layer would be prone to greater 

temperature fluctuations and sublimate even more rapidly, while the depth to the ice table 

controls the thickness of the insulating underlying regolith. However, the cases where we 

exposed ice at these sites (similar to the scenario for site 1, but without any shading) 

resulted in sublimated thicknesses which are comparable to or larger than those 

calculated for site 1, i.e. baseline values of about a millimeter or more. These are not 
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realistic scenarios, but give conservative estimates that still indicate at least one to several 

millimeters of sublimation.  

Interpretation of the model results for sites 2-5 is complicated by the geometries 

of the exposures, which shrink over time and have complex interactions with topography. 

We have assumed level exposures for each site. All else being equal, ice should sublimate 

faster than modeled on equator-facing slopes (south-facing for all of these sites) and 

slower if facing the pole. Sites 3 and 5 are comparatively straightforward, as both have 

ice still extant on relatively flat ejecta at the end times given in Table 4, but the exposures 

did shrink somewhat over time. At site 2, ice faded from a north-facing slope within the 

crater, and the last remnant of visible ice appears to be that at the crater rim and possibly 

even on south-facing ejecta. The interpretation of the model results for site 4 is perhaps 

the most uncertain, since ice disappears from the crater ejecta by Ls 185 but remains on 

north- and south-facing crater walls at Ls 222, the end of the model runs and the time of 

the most recent HiRISE image. Given this, the cases with ice emplaced on top of the 

regolith are probably not appropriate by the endpoint of the model run. The slopes within 

the craters are significant and should have a large effect on the incident insolation and 

thus sublimation. Sublimation on pole-facing slopes at each site should be less than the 

model indicates. A further slope-induced complication is the possibility of lag particles 

falling downslope. However, ice was still visible at the time of the most recent HiRISE 

image of each of these four sites, so the sublimation to date has not been enough to 

produce an opaque lag over all of the ice surface.  
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We do not account for the effects of lag formation on sublimation rates, but those 

are unlikely to become very important before the lag is opaque. It is likely that most of 

the soil at the impact sites is silt-sized grains or smaller, as was observed at the Viking 2 

landing site (Moore et al., 1977, 1987). For fine-grained material, coatings as thin as 40 

microns (0.04 mm) may be optically thick at HiRISE red wavelengths, and perhaps as 

little as 17 microns in the blue-green band (Fischer and Pieters, 1993). Depending on 

wavelength and the covering layer density, values up to 400 microns (0.4 mm) may be 

required for complete opacity (Morris et al., 2001). Experimentally, sublimation rates 

through lags of order a centimeter thick are close to those predicted by Ingersoll’s (1970) 

free-convection equation (Hudson et al., 2007). Although this comparison is subject to 

the issue of experimental scale noted in section 3.3.2, sublimation of bare ice at similar 

scales gives fluxes only slightly higher than that predicted from Ingersoll (e.g. Chittenden 

et al., 2008). Calculation confirms that this is reasonable; for typical Mars surface 

conditions, the rate of sublimation loss through a lag (calculated following Hudson et al.) 

is greater than the convective sublimation loss rate until the lag thickness is greater than a 

few centimeters. This indicates that convective removal of water vapor, not diffusion 

through a lag, is the rate-limiting process while the lag is thin.  

 

3.6.2 Dust Content of Exposed Ice 

Are the model results in Table 5 compatible with the ice exposures being pore 

ice? This would be a reasonable interpretation if the sublimated thicknesses were 

comparable to the thickness of an opaque dust lag. For an intermediate opaque-lag 
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thickness of 0.1 mm, the baseline cases yield dust content estimates of 1-10 vol%, 

assuming that the surface is uniform at the sub-pixel scale and that the lag accumulates 

entirely from dust within the ice. If the highest value noted above (0.4 mm) is applied, 

our lowest calculated sublimated thicknesses for sites 1 and 3 would be roughly 

compatible with pore ice. The minimum result from site 4 for cases where the ice table 

was exposed also falls in this range; this model may be a better fit for ice in the crater 

walls than that where ice is emplaced in the ejecta.  

However, we consider pore ice unlikely for several reasons. Those model cases 

that produce less than half a millimeter of sublimation at site 1 are extremes: they assume 

no wind, so that only free convection operates. While the crater rim may provide shelter 

at site 1, this clearly is an extreme assumption, and much of the ice at sites 2-5 does not 

have any significant protection from the wind. For sites 2 and 5, none of the cases with 

nonzero wind gave less than a millimeter of total sublimation. The low-sublimation cases 

also require high initial albedos; at site 1, no case with an initial albedo of 0.3 produced 

less than half a millimeter of sublimation. This is the lowest albedo we considered, but it 

may be appropriate for site 1 since the ice exposure was actually darker than the 

surrounding plains (although brighter than the dark blast zones) in the red and near-IR 

channels during the entire period of HiRISE observations, fading to nearly match the 

blast-zone albedo (Byrne et al., 2009). The ice patches are brightest and most distinct in 

the HiRISE blue-green filter, even though the thickness of an optically thick layer is a 

factor of several smaller at short wavelengths compared with red and near-IR. 

Furthermore, ice remained visible at sites 2-5 at the times of the most recent HiRISE 
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images, indicating that the thicknesses sublimated at those times are insufficient to 

produce an opaque lag. These factors combined with the generally conservative model 

assumptions strongly suggest that the observed ice contains less soil than pore-filling 

ground ice. 

At the Phoenix landing site, both pore-filling ice and nearly pure ice were 

observed. Parts of the relatively pure ice in the “Dodo-Goldilocks” trench remained 

distinctly bright for several months, fading as a lag slowly accumulated over an Ls range 

similar to that during which the impact exposures were observed to fade (Blaney et al., 

2009). This behavior and timescale is very similar to that of the impact-exposed ice at 

lower latitudes. Ice-cemented ground at the Phoenix site matched the appearance of dry 

soil within five sols (Smith et al., 2009). All else being equal, sublimation rates and lag 

formation are likely to be faster at lower latitude, and Phoenix landed more than 20° 

north of most of the impact ice exposures. Smith et al. (2009, supplementary online 

material) suggest 3 mm of sublimation over 42 sols in the “Dodo-Goldilocks” trench, 

which also suggests that our calculated sublimated thicknesses are conservative, as 

intended.  

It is also possible to test the pore-filling ice model more directly. We examined a 

scenario for site 1 where the exposed substrate had a constant albedo matching the 

surrounding terrain, with pore-filling ice extending to depth and intermediate values for 

other parameters from Table 4. This is intended as a proxy for exposure of ice-cemented 

soil, although at the Phoenix landing site pore-ice exposures appeared darker than soil 

alone from some angles due to scattering within the ice (Smith et al., 2009), and the 
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surface albedo at the impact sites may be brighter than the inherent albedo of the regolith 

material a few centimeters below the surface due to a cover of atmospherically deposited 

dust. For this run we used thermophysical properties of ice-cemented soil. In this case, 

the total sublimation at Ls 171 was 2.6 mm; between impact at Ls 96 and the time of the 

first HiRISE image at Ls 126, there was over a millimeter of sublimation, likely enough 

to produce an opaque lag for pore-filling ice. (Note that the conservative factors given 

above also apply to this scenario.) Only a very high initial albedo could slow the 

sublimation rate sufficiently to make this case consistent with even the most generous 

assumptions about opacity. 

A high albedo is not likely for exposed ice-cemented ground unless impact 

processes such as formation of fractures brighten the ground ice significantly. 

Experimental impacts in silicate-ice mixtures at very small scales have been observed to 

result in some brightening (Koschny and Grün, 2001). However, following Clark et al. 

(1983), the timescale for ice grain growth from infinitesimal size to 5 microns at 215 K is 

roughly four days. (Kieffer (1990) suggests even higher growth rates.) Even if the impact 

initially pulverized the ice, few-micron grains would grow rapidly. For few-micron-

diameter dust particles typical of much Martian soil (Moore et al., 1987), this ice grain 

size is not consistent with a high albedo unless the dust content is on the order of ten 

percent by mass or less (Kieffer, 1990). Several caveats apply; trapping of bubbles in 

annealed fractures could affect the albedo, larger particle sizes would allow much higher 

dust contents and grain growth may be complicated if confined to narrow pore spaces. 
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However, the bulk ice grain size could be significantly higher than five microns, in which 

case a high albedo would require larger dust particles or a smaller dust fraction.  

A more direct argument against brightening of pore ice is the morphology of the 

other largest craters at site 1, which are of comparable size but do not show visible ice. 

Several of these are flat-floored, consistent with the existence of a resistant layer 

(Melosh, 1989) such as ice or ice-cemented ground. The largest crater at site 1 (Fig. 13) 

falls into this category. It is likely that these excavated to ice-cemented ground, which no 

longer shows any visible difference from soil; the calculation above, as well as Phoenix 

observations, show that it is more than reasonable for interstitial ice to develop an opaque 

lag by the time of the first HiRISE image. Since these craters appear morphologically 

compatible with exposure of pore-filling ice, this suggests that impact effects do not 

cause pore ice to brighten enough that it could remain visibly exposed for months. 

Similarly, we note that the floor of the crater at site 3 is in fact distinctly dark, while the 

icy ejecta is very bright. If impact-induced brightening had a major effect on pore ice 

albedo, it is likely that the crater floors would all be brightened. It is likely that some 

other factor, most likely ice purity, causes the continuing visibility of ice.  
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Figure 13. Largest crater in cluster at site 1 (red band of HiRISE image 
PSP_009978_2265). Unlike the craters at the same site in Fig. 1, this crater does not 
visibly expose ice, although they formed simultaneously; this crater is over half a 
meter deep. The flat floor may be caused by a strength change due to excavation to 
interstitial ice, which would rapidly develop an opaque lag. 

Removal of dust by the wind could prevent formation of a sublimation lag and 

give the appearance of relatively clean ice. However, the opposite effect appears more 

likely. Some amount of lag development at site 1 may be due to deposition of airfall dust, 

since the dark blast zones around the craters appear to fade over time (Byrne et al., 2009). 

This reduces the implied soil content within the sublimated thickness by some unknown 

amount.  

Impacts could melt or vaporize some amount of ice (Reufer et al., 2009), and it is 

possible that the ice we observe has been through phase changes and does not represent 

the original state of the ice table. However, some morphological evidence suggests that 

the ice purity is due to the conditions in the original ice. Melting of pore ice would 

probably form mud; if the meltwater remains liquid long enough to collect and pool, the 

liquid on crater walls and ejecta would have time to drain and we would not observe ice 

deposits there. Condensation of vaporized ice is also possible, but we observe flat-floored 

craters which probably excavated to the ice table but do not have associated ice exposures 
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(Fig. 13). There is also no obvious reason why vapor deposition would be tightly 

concentrated on crater floors at some sites (site 1) and in ejecta at others (site 3). Crater 

floors and ejecta will be the warmest local surfaces immediately after impact, suppressing 

condensation. While some amount of impact modification has probably occurred, it is 

likely that much of the ice we observe is excavated solid material.  

The simplest alternative to pore-filling ice is exposure of a uniform dust-poor icy 

layer, which sublimates until an opaque lag has accumulated. Subsequent sublimation 

will have little visible effect apart from very slow collapse of the crater. Taken at face 

value, volumetric dust contents of a few percent (up to at most around thirty percent) are 

implied by the relative thicknesses of an opaque lag and the baseline sublimation estimate 

for each location, depending on the thickness considered opaque. Ideally, it would be 

possible to find dust contents that matched the albedo and produced the right amount of 

dust to make an opaque lag after sublimation equal to the calculated thicknesses. In 

principle, the reflectance of ice-soil mixtures can be calculated, based on the dust content 

and the grain sizes of ice and dust (e.g. Clark, 1982). However, several factors make it 

difficult to do so accurately. The exposure could be a combination of dark soil and 

relatively bright ice, mixed at the sub-pixel level. Moreover, we lack strong constraints 

on the grain sizes of ice or dust or on the bubble content of the ice. Impact effects such as 

fracturing, melting or annealing from impact heat could alter these parameters in some 

thickness of ice, further complicating such an estimate.   
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3.6.3 Implications for Ground Ice on Mars 

Sites 1, 2 and 4 are located on or near lobate aprons that resemble features 

recently shown to be debris-covered glaciers, and similar aprons in the region appear to 

be largely ice (Safaeinili et al., 2009). If this is also true at these impact sites, it is 

possible that the exposed material is the top of massive glacial ice. However, the 

morphologies in this region are complex and gradational, and the craters may not sit on 

true debris-covered glaciers. Even if the craters overlie glacial ice, it is possible that the 

debris overburden has a significant thickness and contains a complex ice table structure 

related to subsequent processes. The ice exposures at sites 2 and 4 are concentrated on 

crater walls and ejecta. At neither site does the deepest part of the crater appear 

particularly ice-rich, as might be expected for a simple scenario with a thin debris layer 

over extensive pure ice, although this could be affected by wall slumping. Sites 3 and 5 

occur on plains without obvious geomorphic evidence for possible extant glaciers.  

GRS measurements suggest high volumetric ice contents over broad areas 

polewards of ~60° lat (e.g. Boynton et al., 2002; Feldman et al., 2007). These ice contents 

are larger than the pore space in typical soils, indicating excess ice. Our results suggest 

that potentially similar excess ice extends to lower latitudes. Mellon et al. (2008) argued 

that such high ice contents are at odds with the geomorphology of thermal contraction 

cracks at the Phoenix landing site at 68 °N, as the observed polygon dimensions indicate 

that they formed in ice-cemented soil. As GRS is only sensitive to the upper decimeters 

of soil, they suggested that a layer with excess ice occurs near the top of an ice table that 

is otherwise close to pore-filling. Mellon et al. considered a number of possible scenarios 
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for the production of high volumetric ice contents, including extremely porous soils, ice 

lens formation by migration of thin liquid films, or deposition of dusty snow. They noted 

that rocks and craters on the surface make a sublimation lag above recent snow unlikely. 

Some of the ice observed at the Phoenix site had a dust content of only a few percent 

(Smith et al., 2009), making extreme initial porosity unlikely to be the sole explanation 

for that deposit. On Earth, ice lens formation typically occurs when wet soil freezes and 

water migrates to a lens via thin films (e.g. Rempel, 2007). This scenario is unlikely to be 

common in recent Martian history (Miller and Black, 2003), but Mellon et al. proposed 

that such a process could occur without bulk melting.   

An additional possible mechanism was suggested by Fisher (2005). Cracking and 

differential contraction during cooling could open small spaces for vapor deposition of 

additional ice, leading to relatively high volumetric ice content after many cycles. This 

mechanism has some intriguing features. The surface material (which includes meter-

scale boulders at some sites) need not be a lag from sublimation of dusty snow and liquid 

water is not required even in the form of thin films. It is interesting to note that one of the 

ice exposures at site 1 appears to be in line with a polygon crack (Fig. 1), since Fisher 

notes the possibility of forming ice wedges by cold-trapping water vapor in thermal 

contraction cracks. However, at least one other crater of comparable size at site 1 does 

appear to intersect a crack but lacks visible ice, so this may be coincidental. One 

significant uncertainty is the age of the ice; the ice observed at some of these sites may be 

unstable in the present climate (Byrne et al., 2009), while Fisher (2005) suggests 

timescales of 1-10 Ma for formation of very pure ice by this process, even at depths less 
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than a meter. Ground ice could have been stable as recently as 10 ka ago due to variation 

in the argument of perihelion, but has likely been unstable and undergoing net loss during 

a significant fraction of recent history (e.g. Chamberlain and Boynton, 2007).    

The geomorphic features observed at the sites of impact-exposed ice are 

consistent with the ice table structure suggested by Mellon et al. (2008). Among the five 

impact sites, we observe ice on crater floors, walls and ejecta. Ice on crater floors is 

consistent with craters excavating into, but not through, the relatively clean upper part of 

the ice table. The observation of ice in the ejecta but not the crater floor at site 3 suggests 

that the lowest excavated material had relatively low ice content, while portions of the 

ejecta formed from a relatively pure ice layer. The layer must have a nontrivial thickness 

in order to be well-exposed by craters at each of the five northernmost new crater clusters 

imaged by HiRISE and to constitute a large fraction of the exposed ejecta at several sites. 

At site 1, ice is observed in two craters but absent in several others of comparable size 

and identical age, indicating inhomogeneities in either the ice table depth or the soil 

content of ice. The number of examples presently available is not sufficient to make 

generalizations about morphologic progression with crater size, particularly given 

probable variations in ice table structure with latitude, but the observed morphologies 

appear consistent with a shallow layer of very high ice content that is penetrated by some 

impacts and partially excavated by others. The underlying layer may be ice-cemented 

soil. Such ice would recede from view and appear as bare soil well before HiRISE 

observations could be made. Some caution is required in this morphological 
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interpretation due to the possibility of ejecta fallback or wall slumping onto the crater 

floor.  

Sublimation of ice from a relatively pure layer could have an effect on 

degradation of small mid- and high-latitude craters. Exposure of ice by the impact would 

lead to loss of material from parts of the crater walls through sublimation on a timescale 

of tens to hundreds of years, potentially leading to slumping of wall material. The 

magnitude of this effect would depend on the amount of relatively pure ice and its 

position within the crater; for ice layer thicknesses comparable to crater dimensions, 

significant degradation may be possible. This process could be a factor in the reported 

young crater retention age at high Martian latitudes (Kreslavsky, 2009). It is possible that 

a similar process could affect ice-cemented soil to a lesser extent, since interstitial ice 

could initially support steeper slopes than loose soil. This process would be more 

effective on equator-facing slopes and might produce an observable asymmetry in crater 

profiles, depending on the amount of ice present and the significance of other 

modification processes. 

Evidence for relatively pure ice in the mid-latitudes supports thermokarstic 

models for the origin of certain mid-latitude features such as scalloped depressions in 

Utopia Planitia. Formation of substantial depressions by thermokarst is puzzling if the 

only ice is pore ice deposited within a self-supporting regolith skeleton. Various authors 

have proposed a variety of processes to explain excess ice or produce depressions without 

it (e.g. Morgenstern et al., 2007; Lefort et al., 2009). Evidence for such ice in the mid-
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latitudes, regardless of the origin, supports the possibility of thermokarst and reduces the 

need to invoke other mechanisms for mass removal.  

Future HiRISE and CTX observations of new impact ice exposures should lead to 

improved constraints on the nature of the Martian ice table. A larger sampling will give 

more information about geographic variations in the occurrence of ice. In addition, if 

there are geographic variations in the thickness of excess ice, this may result in 

systematic differences in the appearance of the craters. Many more examples would be 

required to decouple geographic variations from those due to crater properties, but with 

ever-increasing repeat coverage area from CTX further detections are likely.  

HiRISE observes ice exposed by recent impacts in the Martian mid-latitudes. We 

find that modeled sublimation rates, in conjunction with the observed lifetime of ice, 

suggest that some of the ice exposed by these impacts has a low dust content; some 

process is required to produce excess ice in the shallow Martian subsurface. This ice may 

comprise a layer above ice-cemented regolith. This supports existing models of the 

Martian ice table structure, and suggests that this structure extends to the mid-latitudes.  
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CHAPTER 4 

 

AN ASSESSMENT OF EVIDENCE FOR PINGOS ON MARS USING HIRISE 
 

This chapter is drawn from a paper of the same title currently in press in Icarus. 

The reference is: Dundas, C. M., McEwen, A. S., 2009. An assessment of evidence for 

pingos on Mars using HiRISE. Icarus, in press. Some additional information is included 

in Appendix A. Permission to reprint is given in Appendix B.   

 

4.1 Abstract 

Pingos are small hills with cores of ice, formed by injection and freezing of 

pressurized water. The possibility of pingos on Mars is of particular interest because of 

the associated implications for liquid water. We have systematically searched for 

candidate pingos using images from the High Resolution Imaging Science Experiment 

(HiRISE) camera. Since pingos are expected to develop surface fractures due to 

extension of the frozen ground over the ice core, we have searched for fractured features 

and identified a variety of mounds. These features are confined to the Martian mid-

latitudes, in the bands where gullies are also most common. The observed fractured 

mounds have a variety of morphologies and are likely of multiple origins. Isolated 

fractured mounds found on the floors of gullied craters in the southern hemisphere match 

the general morphologic characteristics of terrestrial pingos and are the best candidates 
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for Martian pingos, but there is currently no direct evidence for presence of ice cores and 

it is difficult to produce the necessary water volumes, so these features should still be 

interpreted with caution. Other fractured mounds appear more likely to be erosional 

remnants of an unusual mantling layer or possibly thermokarst structures. Flat-topped 

mounds in Utopia have some characteristics (fracture pattern and latitudinal distribution) 

consistent with pingos but differ in other aspects such as shape and setting. While we do 

not rule out a pingo origin, we prefer an erosional model for these enigmatic features. 

 

4.2 Introduction 

The surface of Mars has been heavily affected by periglacial processes. Near-

surface ground ice is pervasive at high latitudes (e.g. Boynton et al., 2002; Feldman et al., 

2004). Geomorphic evidence for this ground ice has been observed, in the form of 

thermal contraction polygons (e.g. Mellon et al., 2008). Depending on factors such as the 

state of ground ice and the availability of liquid water, periglacial processes can produce 

a variety of other landforms. Identification of any of these features would provide 

important information about the history and state of water on Mars. Some of these 

features are of particular interest because they require not only ice but also liquid water, 

and thus may also help in understanding the origin of recent gullies likely carved by 

water (Malin and Edgett, 2000). One such landform is a pingo, a type of ice-cored hill 

formed when groundwater freezes under pressure.  

On Earth, pingos form when pore water in saturated ground is covered by an 

impermeable frozen layer. If the pore water is under sufficient pressure, it will force the 
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permafrost surface upwards, creating a water lens that freezes to form an ice core. The 

source of water pressure can be either hydraulic head in an aquifer (hydraulic or open-

system pingos) or hydrostatic pressure due to freezing in a confined volume (hydrostatic 

or closed-system) (e.g. Porsild, 1938; Müller, 1959; Mackay, 1962; 1998). More complex 

formation scenarios have also been suggested (e.g. Gurney and Worsley, 1997). Water 

supply and freezing, and thus pingo growth, can continue for many decades (Mackay 

1988a; 1998).  

Closed-system pingos typically occur in the shallow depressions of drained lakes 

(Porsild, 1938; Mackay, 1962; 1998). Such lakes overlaid unfrozen zones (taliks) 

surrounded by a seal of permafrost, which generate high pore-water pressure as they 

freeze inwards. Open-system pingos occur at locations with high hydraulic head, 

commonly on valley floors (e.g. Müller, 1959). In some instances, they form in locations 

with thick, continuous permafrost, making the source of liquid water enigmatic (Gurney, 

1998). Pingos in seemingly anomalous settings such as topographic highs have also been 

reported, perhaps in association with subsurface structure such as faults (Pissart, 1967). 

The overburden material in closed-system pingos is typically sediment, but some open-

system pingos have formed in rock (Gurney, 1998).  

Open and closed systems produce morphologically similar pingos: mounds 

ranging in size up to hundreds of meters in diameter and up to tens of meters high, with 

slopes typically less than 45° (e.g. Porsild, 1938; Müller, 1959; Holmes et al., 1968; 

Mackay, 1962; 1998). Pingos are typically solitary features but sometimes occur in 

clusters of a few mounds (e.g. Mackay, 1962; 1998; Holmes et al., 1968), with open-
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system pingos more likely to be clustered (Gurney, 1998). In a given pingo, an 

overburden of frozen ground overlies a core of nearly pure ice. The overburden thickness 

is typically about one eighth of the diameter of the pingo (Mackay, 1987). Fractures often 

develop in the overburden due to tensile stresses as it is flexed upwards during mound 

growth (Mackay, 1987). These fractures are often roughly axial or radial, but may exhibit 

significant irregularity (Mackay, 1998). If fracturing and thinning of the overburden is 

extensive, the ice core may become sufficiently exposed to begin melting. This produces 

a summit crater, which evolves into a shallow depression surrounded by a rampart once 

the ice core is completely lost.  

Pingos require substantial amounts of liquid water near the surface, and so would 

be important indicators of hydrologic conditions if present. Producing significant 

volumes of liquid water in the shallow subsurface of Mars in geologically recent times is 

difficult. The depth to the 273 K melting isotherm on Mars depends on the assumed 

thermal conductivity; it is likely greater than 100 m even for very insulating soil, with 

oscillations of ~10 m due to obliquity variations (Mellon and Phillips, 2001). High 

concentrations of salt can significantly lower the melting point and reduce the depth to 

melting, but for most species, salt concentrations of tens of weight percent are required to 

move the melting point by tens of degrees (Mellon and Phillips, 2001). Seasonal 

formation of a thin wet active layer has been suggested at times >5 Ma (Kreslavsky et al., 

2008). Processes to produce some amount of surface liquid to carve gullies on Mars have 

been discussed (see section 4.6.2.2), but the presence of pingos would be an indication of 
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both past occurrence of significant amounts of liquid water and of currently extant ice. As 

such, they would be of great interest for future exploration.  

Pingos have been suggested at numerous sites on Mars. Using images largely 

from Viking or the Mars Orbiter Camera (MOC; Malin et al., 1992), Judson and 

Rossbacher (1979), Parker et al. (1993), Cabrol et al. (2000), Burr et al. (2005), Soare et 

al. (2005), Page and Murray (2006), Osinski and Soare (2007) and de Pablo and Komatsu 

(2009) each proposed various features as candidate pingos on Mars (see also review by 

Burr et al., 2009). However, in many of these cases this interpretation has been 

challenged and alternative origins supported (Farrand et al., 2005; Martinez-Alonso et al., 

2005; Jaeger et al., 2007; Burr et al., 2009).  

The primary meter-scale morphologic feature expected for pingos is surface 

fractures, formed through tension in the overlying material and consistent with extension 

of the overburden. Meter-scale surface fractures could not be confidently resolved in 

Viking or MOC data, although some previous authors did report them (de Pablo and 

Komatsu, 2009). While not all pingos have surface fractures, they should occur on some 

fraction of well-developed pingos. Observations of surface fractures are thus a useful 

indication of possible pingos. The High Resolution Imaging Science Experiment 

(HiRISE) camera (McEwen et al., 2007), with a pixel scale as small as 26 cm and high 

signal to noise ratio, can observe details not resolved by previous cameras.  This 

resolution is valuable not only to resolve meter-scale fractures but also to have 

confidence that they are indeed absent where not observed. Dundas et al. (2008) reported 

HiRISE observations of fractured mounds at several mid-latitude sites on Mars. The 
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morphology of these mounds is similar to pingos in some respects, although differences 

were also noted. Dundas et al. (2008) used lower-resolution images to assess the 

distribution of a class of flat-topped mound (observed to have fractures in some HiRISE 

images) seen in Utopia Planitia and found that such mounds there occurred mostly near 

40° N, in a latitude band where gullies are also most abundant; this correlation and 

latitudinal control suggested a water- or ice-related origin. However, this work did not 

take full advantage of the resolution of HiRISE, using lower-resolution images to search 

for a flat-topped morphology. Previous work has focused on specific sites or regions 

without systematically studying the planet-wide occurrence of candidate pingos.   

In this chapter, we describe some theoretical constraints on potential pingos on 

Mars. We then use HiRISE images to examine the planet-wide distribution of fractured 

mounds, in particular testing for latitudinal dependence or other geographic controls. We 

also survey the range of morphologies and settings, with the goal of determining whether 

the geomorphology of any of the fractured mounds is consistent with a pingo origin. 

Finally, we discuss the origins of the observed features.  

 

4.3 Theoretical Considerations 

4.3.1 Scaling 

Most authors have simply assumed that pingos on Mars would be similar in size 

or in aspect ratio to terrestrial examples. Physical scaling was briefly discussed by Burr et 

al. (2005). Burr et al. argue that the driving force for pingo growth, water pressure, equals 
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the normal force at the base of the pingo ice, while the resisting force is overburden 

weight. They argue that both forces scale with gravity and therefore that there should be 

no systematic difference between pingo heights on Earth and Mars for similar conditions. 

(While Burr et al. discussed closed-system pingos, the balance of forces in an open 

system is similar. We note that for a closed system, the pore pressure may be controlled 

by freezing pressure and not scale with gravity.)  The balance of pore pressure and weight 

may be instantaneously true, although at times the pore pressure may be less than the 

overburden, but both pore pressure and the amount of overlying ice can vary with time; 

pingo heights can ultimately be influenced by the available volume of water and the 

potential for rupture and collapse.  

Several additional factors may influence pingo scaling. The diameter of a pingo is 

essentially fixed early in its existence, and subsequent growth is vertical (Mackay, 1998). 

Therefore, factors that influence the initial diameter are relevant to the final width and 

height. The growth of a pingo can be treated as a plate-flexural problem (Mackay, 1987), 

complicating the balance of forces described above. This formulation is particularly 

useful in the early stages of growth, when deflections are small and fracturing of the 

overburden has not occurred. However, the model of Mackay (1987) is not useful for 

determination (or scaling) of diameters, since the radius is an input parameter. We note 

that models for flexure of a plate on an elastic foundation (e.g. Hetényi, 1952) contain a 

weak gravity dependence which would tend to cause a broader flexural bulge at lower 

gravity, although a pingo may not be fully described by such a model since the 

overburden is lifted away from the foundation by a water lens rather than depressed into 
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it. Flexure will also be influenced by the dependence of Young’s Modulus on 

temperature; this will be higher under colder Martian conditions, although it is also 

strongly influenced by soil type and strain rate (e.g. Yershov, 2004). Both of these factors 

tend to indicate broader, lower flexural bulges on Mars for a given volume, but the 

effects are not large. Pingo scales may also be strongly influenced by local conditions 

such as the shape and area of thinning in the frozen ground layer, which could control the 

basal area. Therefore, we expect that under similar conditions Martian and terrestrial 

pingo sizes would be similar, but not necessarily identical. The possibility of 

systematically different initial conditions is potentially more significant.  

 

4.3.2 Lifespan 

An important consideration for possible pingos on Mars is the lifespan of the ice. 

Ice is currently only stable at high latitudes, although at higher obliquities it becomes 

stable at middle and low latitudes (e.g. Mellon and Jakosky, 1993). Under current 

conditions, subsurface ice at unstable latitudes is lost to the atmosphere by sublimation, 

the rate of which is controlled by vapor diffusion through the regolith; deeply buried ice 

can persist for significant times under unstable conditions due to slow sublimation. A 

pingo in the mid-latitudes in the present climate would slowly lose ice to sublimation, 

first from the pore ice in the overburden and eventually from the massive icy core. The 

timescale for ice loss from the overburden may be estimated from Eq. 33 of Hudson et al. 

(2007). Figure 14 shows ice-loss depth as a function of time for typical mid-latitude 

temperatures, using a diffusion coefficient of 3 cm2 s-1 and a vapor pressure of 0.13 Pa, 
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both typical values for Mars (Hudson et al., 2007). The pore space is assumed to be 

initially ice-filled below a depth of 10 cm. At a temperature of 210 K, a hypothetical mid-

latitude pingo with a five-meter-thick overburden (reasonable for a pingo tens of meters 

in diameter) could retain ice for roughly 2x105 years before the core begins to lose ice to 

sublimation; for most of this period all of the ice would be buried more deeply than the 

few decimeters (Feldman et al., 1993) sensed by gamma-ray spectrometry. Overburden 

thickness, which roughly correlates with pingo diameter (Mackay, 1987), exerts a very 

strong influence on pingo survival time since a thicker overburden will retain ice longer. 

The survival time could also be influenced by local variations in the diffusion coefficient 

of vapor through the regolith, which could be reduced by a factor of a several if salt or 

fines partially fill the pore space (Hudson and Aharonson, 2008).   

 This is a simplified model of ice loss, which does not include effects due to 

diurnal or seasonal temperature and humidity variations or to long-term climate changes. 

The results should be regarded as only a rough estimate of pingo lifetime, with several 

complicating factors. The time to remove ice from the overburden is only a lower bound, 

and geomorphic effects might be minimal until sublimation removes some fraction of the 

icy core, which will proceed very slowly since the vapor must diffuse through the entire 

overburden. Acting in the opposite direction, the occurrence of fractures in the 

overburden would locally enhance sublimation and cause more rapid degradation, 

although ice loss might in turn lead to collapse of the fissure walls and cut off this escape 

route. Flank slumping or creep could also contribute to thinning the overburden for 

sufficiently steep slopes, and so would act to shorten the lifetime of a pingo. The balance 
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between these factors could vary widely depending on the slope and the degree to which 

extension opened fractures and exposed the ice core, making more detailed calculations 

difficult. However, a pingo that has grown particularly tall and undergone significant 

summit dilation would collapse more readily, so such features are less likely to be 

observable.  

 

Figure 14. Approximate time to remove ice from the pore space of soil such as a 
pingo overburden, assuming that the pores are initially ice-filled. Overburdens of 
several meters to more than ten meters thick are typical of pingos, depending on the 
size and degree of development. Small pingos would rapidly sublimate, but pingos 
several tens of meters in diameter may persist for long timescales. These curves 
assume constant temperature, initial ice table depth of 10 cm, a diffusion coefficient 
of 3 cm2 s-1 and atmospheric water partial pressure of 0.13 Pa (Hudson et al., 2007). 
See section 4.3.2 for discussion. 
 

The possibility of lifetimes on the order of hundreds of thousands of years in the 

present climate is significant. Variations in the obliquity and longitude of perihelion 
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occur on these timescales, driving climate variations (e.g. Ward 1974). This will change 

the mean temperature and sublimation rates and could lead to deposition of new near-

surface pore ice. Survival on these timescales would allow much more complex histories 

with overburden ice re-forming to shield the core. This could extend survival of the ice 

and allow pingos, if present, to persist for longer periods of time.    

 

4.4 Image Survey 

4.4.1 Data  

HiRISE obtained a small number of images during the Mars Reconnaissance 

Orbiter (MRO; Zurek and Smrekar, 2007) Transition Phase and began Primary Science 

Phase imaging on MRO orbit 1333 (November 8, 2006). We surveyed 1797 HiRISE 

images obtained prior to orbit 7000 (January 23, 2008) searching for fractured mounds. 

For images prior to orbit 2150 (January 10, 2007), we used all observations. 

Subsequently, we used only images with centers located between 20°-60° latitude in each 

hemisphere, in order to focus on the middle latitudes. Images judged to be of low quality 

due to haze or dust in the atmosphere were not included. We omitted all images from 

orbits 4500-5899 (July 13-October 30, 2007) because of a major dust storm, which 

affected HiRISE targeting over this interval. Although some usable images were obtained 

from polar and high-elevation sites during this period, mid-latitude images are of low 

quality.  
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Several biases in this data set should be noted. Images from the early orbit range 

when all latitudes were examined are concentrated in the northern hemisphere, though 

they extend as far as 77° S; this is due to seasonal illumination constraints. Results of the 

survey indicate that the images used do encompass the entire region where recognizable 

fractured mounds occur and so this skewed nature is not critical. A second bias is due to 

the fact that HiRISE images are not targeted randomly, on either a global or local scale. 

Regions of interest such as Valles Marineris are frequently imaged, and this leads to a 

shadowing effect at some longitudes since such targets take up the imaging opportunities 

for certain orbits (see Fig. 2 of McEwen et al., in press). On a local scale, HiRISE images 

are usually targeted at features such as known gullies or rock outcrops rather than random 

points. These are unavoidable characteristics of the HiRISE data set; however, only a few 

tens of images were targeted for the purpose of imaging suspected fractured mounds. 

Most of those targets were in Utopia Planitia, where Dundas et al. (2008) identified 

candidate features. The bias for or against fractured mounds elsewhere in the data set 

should therefore be minor except to the extent that the mounds correlate with other 

features of interest.  

 

4.4.2 Survey Criteria 

The Martian surface has many knobs and mounds and is extensively fractured in 

places. Consequently, the definition of fractured mounds is interpretive to some degree. 

We desired to make the definition as objective as possible while capturing the features 

most relevant to identifying candidate pingos. Therefore, we searched for circular to 
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moderately elongate mounds where fracturing was confined to the mound surface or 

distinctly enhanced relative to the surroundings. In these instances it is likely that the 

fractures are genetically related to the mound. In addition to mounds meeting this 

definition, we also noted less certain features, allowing subsequent reexamination and 

occasional reclassification. 

 

Figure 15. Examples of some positive-relief fractured features not included in the 
distribution of fractured mounds. (a) Small knobs with pits, occasionally grading 
into fractures. The small size and close packing are inconsistent with a pingo origin. 
These features are commonly found in the same mid-latitude settings as other 
fractured mounds and could be of periglacial origin (HiRISE image 
PSP_001368_1400). (b) Fractured terrain (crater ejecta) with fractures marginally 
correlated with topography (PSP_002425_2150). (c) Cratered cone with draped, 
superposed polygonal fractures, likely thermal contraction cracks 
(PSP_002232_2180). All HiRISE images in this chapter are in equirectangular map 
projection with illumination from the left and north up. 
 

The objective of this work was not to index all positive-relief features having 

some association with fractures. Therefore, we specifically excluded several types of 

features known to occur on Mars in instances where they can be identified: jointed 
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bedrock outcrops and other clear erosional remnants detached from local surface units, 

terrain draped by thermal contraction cracks, lava tumuli, and close-packed knobs with 

pits which occasionally grade into possible fractures. We also excluded a handful of 

features where fractured knobs appeared to be detached remnants of terrain with 

pervasive fractures. While many of these features are of considerable geomorphic 

interest, they can be excluded as possible pingos. (Pingos could be reworked by thermal 

contraction cracks, but would then have minimal distinguishing features.) Examples of 

some of these features are shown in Fig. 15. Other features for which a pingo origin 

cannot be ruled out as readily are included in the survey and discussed below, as too 

narrow a definition could result in exclusion of borderline features which might provide 

relevant information.  

These criteria are not diagnostic of pingos, nor are they intended to be. They may 

omit some pingos and include features of other origins. Pingos will only develop 

fractures once they have grown enough to develop sufficient tensile stress in the 

overburden, and fractures in old pingos could be degraded and reworked. However, if 

pingos occur, some fraction may meet these criteria and may then be inspected in more 

detail. (Without fractures, pingos will appear as undistinguished hills with little indication 

of origin, although they could be topographic anomalies.) In the subsequent sections, we 

describe the distribution and morphologies of observed mounds and discuss the 

implications of each for mound origins.   
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Figure 16. (a) Planet-wide distribution of fractured mounds meeting the criteria 
described in the text. Points indicate the center location of HiRISE images 
containing one or more fractured mounds; image footprints are smaller than the 
points plotted. Mounds appear to be concentrated in mid-latitude bands, with some 
regional or longitudinal clusters. As the mounds appear to be polygenetic, this 
distribution is not a map of the locations of a single geomorphic feature, but likely 
indicates concentration of water- or ice-related geomorphologic activity at these 
latitudes. (b) Distribution (center locations) of all images used in the survey. Note 
the high concentration in the mid-latitudes, as images were examined planet-wide 
for only a portion of the orbit range studied. Clustering in the plot reflects HiRISE 
targeting of features of interest. 
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4.5 Mound Distribution 

The distribution of fractured mounds meeting these criteria is shown in Fig. 16. 

The observed mounds are concentrated between 30°-45° latitude in each hemisphere. 

There is also some indication of longitudinal concentration, only partially due to 

clustering in the survey data set. Fractured mounds are generally absent in Acidalia 

Planitia as well as on volcanic terrains, which are typically at high elevations and have 

near-surface bedrock. Clusters occur in the region of fretted terrain along the hemispheric 

dichotomy boundary, in Utopia Planitia, and in valleys and highlands extending east from 

the Hellas basin.   

The fractured mounds are concentrated in roughly the same latitude bands where 

gullies, viscous flow features and dissected terrain are most common and even display 

some similar longitudinal clusters (e.g. Milliken et al., 2003; Heldmann and Mellon, 

2004; Balme et al., 2006). These features are all generally thought to form through action 

of water or ice; latitudinal dependence is a strong indicator of this, since both the 

occurrence and the geomorphic activity of water and ice may be distinctly temperature-

dependent. The concentration of fractured mounds in these latitudes suggests water- or 

ice-related origins for them as well.   

Despite the limited criteria described in section 4.4.2, the mounds included in this 

distribution display morphologic diversity indicative of multiple origins. The common 

latitudinal concentration does not indicate that all of the mounds formed in the same way. 

Instead, it is likely that this latitudinal control reflects a concentration of factors favoring 

several types of geomorphic activity, perhaps all related to the presence of water or ice. 
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Among the fractured mounds, several broad categories can be identified. These are 

discussed in detail below. Some distinctly anomalous fractured mounds are also 

observed, in effect introducing noise into the distribution shown in Fig. 16a; these 

unusual features generally do not resemble the expected form of pingos and are often 

geographic outliers.  

One possible effect on this distribution is the occurrence of patterned ground due 

to thermal cycles. We discounted landforms that were simply draped by polygons, but 

polygons are common in each hemisphere polewards of 50° latitude and may have 

reworked the surface of fractured mounds. It is also possible that mantling material 

(Mustard et al., 2001; Milliken et al., 2003) obscures mounds or fills fractures at higher 

latitudes. However, some evidence suggests that these effects are not the sole cause of the 

poleward cutoff. Dundas et al. (2008) found a similar latitudinal distribution for flat-

topped mounds in Utopia, using mound shape rather than occurrence of fractures as their 

criterion. Terrain with many polygons is commonly smooth and muted, with few 

topographic features on the scale of the typical fractured mounds. The few features 

classified as distinct fractured mounds polewards of 50° latitude appear to be topographic 

knobs with some enhancement of the surrounding texture, which may be caused by 

thermal contraction.  
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4.6 Observed Morphologies 

4.6.1 Approach 

In this section we describe the various fractured mound morphologies observed in 

our survey, focusing on features from several geographic areas. Most of the observed 

fractured mounds fall into one of the categories discussed below, although there are 

several anomalous features. We examine several basic morphologic aspects of the 

mounds: the nature of the observed fractures, the mound materials, and the geologic and 

topographic setting. In this section, generalizations about mound setting and local 

properties are based on images from the survey described above, where survey biases are 

minimized, but we have used some observations from additional images acquired after 

MRO orbit 7000 to better describe the mound morphologies.  

 

4.6.2 Southern Hemisphere Crater Floor Mounds 

4.6.2.1 Morphology 

Distinct fractured mounds are found on the floors of several craters in the 

southern hemisphere (Fig. 17). The host craters are generally several kilometers or more 

in diameter and in almost all cases have walls cut by gullies or ravines. The fracture 

patterns on the mounds are often irregular but may be roughly radial or axial, and appear 

consistent with tensile failure and dilation of the surficial material of the mound. In most 

cases, the mound materials resemble surroundings in tone and texture; small boulders (<1 
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m diameter) are often found on the mound surface. Color differences between mounds 

and surroundings are sometimes visible but generally minor and may simply be due to 

topographic effects on atmospheric dust deposition and eolian removal.  

On the crater floors, the mounds are typically the most prominent topographic 

features in the local area, which ranges from smooth to hummocky. They are sometimes 

found in association with fractured terrain, occasionally as part of a gradational sequence 

of landforms (Fig. 18). Other examples are quite isolated from other landforms. The 

mounds may be solitary or clustered; where clustered, they are often (though not always) 

relatively small. In some instances, fractured mounds occur in close association with 

small, pitted hummocks similar to those in Fig. 14a, and may even be part of a 

continuum.  
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Figure 17. Fractured mounds found on the floors of southern hemisphere craters 
with gullied walls. Mounds show ragged or fractured surfaces consistent with 
dilation of the surface. Some examples are relatively solitary, while others (such as 
(e)) occur in clusters of many mounds. (a), (b) and (c) Context and cutouts from 
PSP_002514_1420. (d) PSP_007533_1420. (e) PSP_002135_1460. (f) 
PSP_001578_1425. 
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Figure 18. Example of features possibly transitional between distinctly fractured 
mounds and fractured terrain. Note the varying association of fractures and 
topography. Like the features shown in Fig. 4, these are found on the floor of a 
gullied impact crater (PSP_003162_1445). 
 

These crater floor mounds meet the basic morphologic characteristics expected 

for pingos. They have distinct fractures consistent with extension of the mound surface, 

appear to consist of the same material as the surroundings, and occur near the base of 

slopes, a reasonable setting for open-system pingos. In some instances, mounds occur in 

depositional sites such as aprons at the base of slopes and so are unlikely to be erosional 

remnants, although some others may be detached from local units. Some mounds are 

quite isolated features, although others are clustered; clustering in this case could reflect 

many occurrences of liquid water and a long survival time, and terrestrial open-system 

pingos are the most likely to be clustered (although still most commonly solitary). They 
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occur in close proximity to gullies, which probably formed because of liquid water in the 

geologically recent past. These gullies may form from groundwater released from a 

subsurface aquifer (e.g. Malin and Edgett, 2000; Mellon and Phillips, 2001). In the 

groundwater formation model, it is suggested that gullies form where liquid water breaks 

out onto the surface on slopes. Open-system pingos could form through similar processes 

at relatively flat sites where water from some depth instead pools in the shallow 

subsurface, perhaps trapped by impermeable barriers. Other mechanisms able to produce 

adequate water volumes could also lead to water accumulation in low areas such as crater 

floors. Many of the mounds appear relatively broad and low, which is consistent with 

relatively little extension and would support longer survival against sublimation.  

The most significant morphologic issue with an interpretation as pingos is the 

association of some mounds with fractured terrain. Pingos could form in areas with 

preexisting fractures, but there does appear to be some degree of gradation from isolated 

fractured mounds to pervasively fractured terrain. Without knowledge of the origin of 

fractured terrain, the implications of this gradation are not clear. Fractured terrain could 

also be an indicator of upheaval by water or ice processes operating on a different scale, 

but if not, such mounds are less likely to be pingos. The number of fractured mounds 

observed in close clusters on some crater floors is also different from terrestrial pingos, 

although this could be a reflection of different Martian conditions. These mounds are 

often smaller and so would have a shorter lifetime against sublimation, which may argue 

against a pingo origin as many events or very different conditions may be required. Also, 

we have not observed strong candidates for partially collapsed pingos.  
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4.6.2.2 Water Volumes 

The basic requirement for a pingo-like mechanism is that water must freeze under 

sufficient pressure to lift the overburden and form a water lens. This could be influenced 

by very localized subsurface conditions. The source of near-surface liquid water to form 

pingos on Mars is problematic. The issue is comparable to the question of the source of 

water to carve gullies, which is an area of debate (see Heldmann and Mellon (2004) for a 

summary of current theories). Given the occurrence of fractured mounds on the floors of 

gullied craters, it is possible that both could be driven by the same source of water. In 

both cases, the occurrence of the liquid phase can be ephemeral. It is thus of interest to 

compare the water volumes potentially indicated by the observed mounds with estimates 

for gully flow.  

Several estimates of the water volumes involved in gully formation have been 

made. Malin and Edgett (2000) suggested that at one site, individual flow events involved 

2500 m3 of water and the site required 250,000 m3, assuming that individual events were 

debris flows. Based on modeling of a hypothetical gully, Heldmann et al. (2005) 

proposed that typical individual flow events involved ~15,000 m3 of water. The snowmelt 

model of Christensen (2003) indicated total water volume of ~106 m3 for the formation of 

a gully, supplied more continuously rather than in a few events. Given that there is a 

range in gully size and morphology, it is likely that there is a range of water volumes 

involved. 
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The minimum near-surface water volume indicated by a pingo is simply the 

volume of the mound; this could occur if water was injected into ice-rich ground and 

formed a water lens, perhaps in multiple events. In this model (not reported on Earth) the 

driving pressure originates at some distance or depth, where a greater volume of liquid 

could be present; the regolith pore space is choked with preexisting ice, and a water 

volume comparable to that of the mound is injected. If the driving pressure is due to 

freezing of near-surface water in porous, saturated regolith (e.g. a closed system pingo), 

the minimum water volume is an order of magnitude greater, because the driving pressure 

and excess ice volume are created by the ~9% volumetric expansion of freezing water.  

Detailed topographic data has not yet been extracted over the fractured mounds, 

but mound volume can be roughly estimated. The mound in Fig. 17d is relatively simple 

geometrically, with a nearly circular base of diameter ~105 m. Despite an incidence angle 

of 64.5º, the mound as a whole does not cast a shadow, so the maximum height is less 

than 25 m. As the mound shape is convex up and shadowing does not appear imminent 

on the flanks (in comparison with the range of shading visible on the crater wall) we take 

10 m as a rough estimate. Approximating the shape as a cone, the mound volume is 

~30,000 m3. The volume of ice indicated if this is a pingo is thus near the high end of the 

range of estimated water volumes involved in gully formation. As pingos could represent 

multiple events, this is at least consistent with the possibility that mounds and gullies 

share the same source of water, although clusters of mounds on crater floors would 

require more water, perhaps excessively so.  
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4.6.2.3 Pit-Filling Mounds 

In addition to the isolated fractured mounds described in section 4.6.2.1, a 

distinctive class of pit-filling mounds is observed on the floor of some southern craters 

(Fig. 19). They occur in rimless depressions, which are often ringed by concentric 

fractures. The larger examples are often roughly flat-topped and close to level with the 

surroundings, while smaller knobs may be lower. Fracturing on the mounds is apparent in 

some cases, while in others the summit simply has a ragged appearance. The mound 

surfaces appear to be comprised of the same material as the surroundings, although the 

boulder density may be less.  

Superficially, these features appear to match many of the morphologic 

characteristics of pingos. However, we do not consider this the likely formation 

mechanism. The occurrence of pingos in depressions is generally connected to the former 

presence of taliks under shallow lakes; the host pits for the mounds appear relatively 

deep, with no indication that these were ever ponds, and too large a proportion of the pit 

area is occupied by the mound. Virtually all pits are occupied, and improbably narrow, 

deep taliks would be required to form these features as closed-system pingos. It is also 

unlikely that pingos of varied diameters would rise and halt preferentially at the level of 

the surrounding terrain. It is possible that these features form by some form of 

thermokarst, as a range of trough depths for given diameter suggests deepening over time 

and some examples appear connected with possible patterned ground. For present 

purposes, we simply note that these are not likely to be pingos.  
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Figure 19. Mounds in small pits on the floors of gullied craters in the southern 
hemisphere. (a) PSP_002040_1435. (b) PSP_006998_1425. In (b), many of the 
mounds have ragged or pitted summits, grading into a fractured appearance in 
some cases. Note that illumination is from the left. 
 

4.6.3 Utopia Flat-Topped Mounds 

Flat-topped mounds in Utopia were described by Dundas et al. (2008). Multiple 

observations with HiRISE show morphologic features similar to those initial examples 

(Fig. 20). Mounds on the plains are often near circular, in some cases remarkably so, but 

may also exhibit moderately irregular shapes, sometimes suggestive of slumping or 

collapse. They have steep sides and roughly flat summit areas, which may be slightly 

domed or depressed. In a few instances, smaller conical mounds of comparable height 

occur near flat-topped mounds; these generally lack visible fractures and may be capped 

by material of different composition. The flanks and summit are generally covered with 

small boulders, similar to the local plains material; these show no particular indication of 
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layering or other exposed structure. There is also no obvious resistant layer such as a rock 

outcrop capping the mounds. The mound color is also similar to the adjacent surface in 

most cases, with rare exceptions. The surroundings often have a hummocky, pitted 

texture, which may be due to sublimation or other periglacial processing.  

The mound summit areas are distinctly fractured. The fractures are generally 

shallow troughs rather than deep, narrow fissures. Fracture patterns on the mounds often 

display a crudely radial pattern, sometimes with one most prominent crack and multiple 

smaller, orthogonal fractures. This pattern appears off-center in some cases. In some 

instances the summit is heavily corrugated by fracturing. The fractures are typically 

confined to the upper surface of the mound and do not extend down the flanks.  

These mounds typically occur in virtually level plains and show no particular 

preference for local low areas. While many mounds are solitary, there are several clusters 

comprised of multiple mounds of roughly equal dimensions. At one site, a cluster of 

mounds occurs on the ejecta of a nearly-filled crater. This suggests that the formation 

mechanism shows no preference for topographic lows and may be relatively insensitive 

to local relief.  
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Figure 20. Examples of flat-topped fractured mounds from Utopia Planitia. Mounds 
have fractured summits, ranging from slightly domed to slightly depressed. (a), (b) 
and (c) Context and cutouts from PSP_001503_2180. (d) PSP_005973_2200. (e) 
PSP_006250_2200. 
 

The same region also displays another type of fractured mound: crater-filling 

mounds that occur within pits (Osinski and Soare, 2007), likely small impact craters, and 

typically fill a large fraction of the crater volume (Fig. 21), sometimes nearly filling it. 

(Some similar but less distinctive features are also found in other regions). Many 

examples are offset from the center of the crater. These mounds display many of the 
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morphologic characteristics of the flat-topped mounds just described, but often have 

irregular shapes in plan view. They are often domical; while many have relatively steep 

sides and flat tops, they usually lack the sharp upper break in slope common to mounds 

on the plains. Nevertheless, they may be of related origin. They appear to be derived from 

local materials, as they resemble the surroundings in color and often have boulder-

covered surfaces. They are also characteristically fractured, with fractures sometimes 

extending to the base of the mound.   

 

Figure 21. Roughly domical crater-filling mound in Utopia Planitia. These mounds 
may be genetically related to the flat-topped mounds in Fig. 7, but generally lack the 
characteristic flat summit and may have fractures on the flanks 
(PSP_004180_2165). 
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Figure 22. Mound in Utopia Planitia with summit crater (PSP_006856_2215). This 
feature resembles the flat-topped mounds in Fig. 7, but has a pit rather than a level 
summit, consistent with collapse. Elsewhere in this image, a similar feature shows a 
possible rocky resistant layer. 
 

These two groups of features match some of the expected morphological features 

of pingos. The scale is appropriate and the roughly radial fracture pattern is reasonable, as 

is the similarity of mounds and the adjacent material. While the topographic settings for 

the mounds on the plains are typically flat rather than local lows or lower slopes, this 

could be explained if the locations are controlled by groundwater release at depth, which 

might be insensitive to the relatively minor relief. Small craters with associated fractures 

could provide a means to localize upwelling groundwater. A pingo origin is also 

consistent with the lack of an obvious resistant cap layer, although such a layer would not 

rule out pingo formation. The nearly trapezoidal profile of the mounds does resemble 

some terrestrial pingos (e.g. Mackay, 1998), although they are not typically so sharply 

defined. Rarely, possible collapsing mounds are observed (Fig. 22). The occurrence of 
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fractures only on the upper surfaces of flat-topped mounds is not explained by this model; 

mass wasting on the steep slopes could obscure fractures but is not obvious in many 

cases.   

Other aspects of the mound morphology more closely resemble erosional 

remnants. The heights of the mounds are often similar, consistent with a source layer of 

relatively constant thickness. This hypothesis would readily explain this observation and 

the occurrence of material in small craters, which could protect it against erosion. It 

would also account for the smaller, unfractured knobs sometimes found in association 

with the flat-topped mounds. Confinement of fractures to the upper surface could indicate 

that a subtle resistant layer exists, although some of the crater-filling mounds have 

fractures extending to the base, suggesting that occurrence of fractures is not dependent 

on such a layer. The circularity of the plains mounds could be explained if they are 

remnants of impact craters; although the process of relief inversion is not clear, some 

craters do appear to erode to form remnants with dish-shaped to nearly flat tops and no 

preserved ejecta (Fig. 23; Keszthelyi et al., submitted). It is not clear why mounds that 

appear to resemble the surrounding material would form sharply defined erosional 

remnants, but some induration by impact is possible. This model also fails to explain the 

observed latitudinal dependence and the frequent occurrence of fractures. The features 

most likely to be inverted craters (Fig. 23) do not show similar fracture patterns, and in 

many cases are completely unfractured. The fractures are unlikely to be of impact origin, 

since the orthogonal fracture pattern suggests sequential rather than simultaneous 

formation. The pattern is suggestive of doming and extension rather than an edifice 
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failing under its own weight, since the cracks are radial and do not appear to have 

slumped outwards significantly, although it might be possible to produce such a pattern 

with some non-uniform arrangement of material properties.  

 

Figure 23. Likely inverted-relief craters from PSP_006852_2200. In this case 
features of varying diameter are roughly circular. The largest examples have dish-
shaped summit depressions, while smaller knobs have flat or dome-shaped summits. 
These appear texturally different from surrounding material and occur in a cluster 
with many features of varying sizes, suggesting that these are inverted secondary 
craters. 
 

Neither the pingo nor the erosional models easily explains all of the observed 

features of these mounds. An erosional origin would account for the anomalies associated 

with an interpretation as pingos, although it is difficult to readily explain the observed 

fractures and latitudinal dependence with this mechanism. Since closer morphological 

analogues to pingos do occur on Mars (Section 4.6.2), it is difficult to explain these 
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anomalies as effects of Martian conditions, and so we prefer some latitudinally controlled 

erosional process. However, local effects on a pingo-like mechanism cannot be ruled out.  

 

4.6.4 Lineated Valley Fill Features 

Lineated valley fill and similar lobate debris aprons are a mid-latitude terrain type 

interpreted as remnants of glacier or rock glacier systems (e.g. Squyres, 1978; Colaprete 

and Jakosky, 1998; Head et al., 2006), and recent radar sounding results indicate that they 

are very ice-rich even at present (e.g. Holt et al., 2008; Plaut et al., 2008). Several 

varieties of fractured mound are found on or near lineated valley fill and lobate debris 

apron surfaces. The first (Fig. 24a) is a variety of mounds with irregular fractures, 

frequently with a ragged, degraded appearance. Lineated valley fill typically has a 

complex, convoluted surface, often with many small cracks. The mounds noted here 

sometimes stick up above the surroundings but may also occur at the bottom of minor 

corrugations in the lineated valley fill surface. The most distinct fractured features are 

generally among the most topographically prominent, but lineated valley fill is often very 

rugged and lumpy at the scale of the mounds.  

A handful of these features resemble pingos in location and general morphology. 

They are fractured, occur in low areas, and have surface materials similar to the 

surroundings. In detail, however, the setting is not necessarily conducive to pingo 

formation, as lineated valley fill and similarly textured material may be debris-covered 

remnants of glaciers or rock glaciers. Supraglacial sediment is not a setting where pingos 

are likely to form; however, we note that small mounds formed by differential ablation in 
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such a setting on Earth have been mistaken for pingos prior to detailed field investigation 

(Fitzsimmons, 1989). This process may create some of the Martian mounds in this setting 

as well.  

 

Figure 24. Fractured mounds on lineated valley fill. (a) Domed, positive-relief 
feature from PSP_001438_2180. (b) Likely inverted-relief crater with rough grid of 
fractures (PSP_002033_2175). 
 

Figure 24b shows an example of a second category of fractured mound in this 

setting. These are elevated, dish-shaped fractured features which occur within pits. 

Although these form mounds that may have distinct fractures, they are unlikely to be 

pingos. The fractures appear to accommodate little extension and often occur on the rim 

or the summit dish depression; they likely postdate formation of the summit depression. 

Fractures related to pingo formation should produce enough extension to account for the 

increased mound surface area, and formation of a summit depression involves collapse, 

which would obscure fracturing. Therefore, these fractures are not indicative of a pingo 
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origin. The mounds are likely of impact origin, via some relief-inversion process 

(Mangold, 2003).  

Slab-like remnants often occur on or near fretted terrain, frequently with a stepped 

appearance suggestive of layering. HiRISE reveals that many of these features are 

fractured. Carr (2001) interpreted the irregular layered prominences associated with 

lineated valley fill as the eroded remains of a more extensive deposit. Fractures were not 

typically resolvable in MOC images, but these appear to be the same features. The 

appearance and general setting (including mounds in small craters well above the local 

topographic low) is suggestive of an erosional origin. Some of these features are flat-

topped and sub-circular, resembling the observed mounds in Utopia Planitia, but these 

appear superposed on the surroundings, typically have only a few fractures, and in some 

cases have some indication of layering, so these are not necessarily of the same origin. In 

this case the occurrence of larger irregular remnants in similar settings lends additional 

support to an origin by erosion.  

 

4.6.5 Previously Suggested Pingos 

The various pingos suggested prior to HiRISE warrant a brief discussion. 

Examples of most of the proposed pingo groups have been imaged by HiRISE, although 

not all of those images were incorporated into the systematic survey described here. In no 

case do the proposed pingos have fracture patterns strongly suggestive of an origin as 

pingos. The Athabasca Valles mounds (proposed as pingos by Burr et al. (2005) and Page 

and Murray (2006)) often have summit craters, but little indication of fracturing; Jaeger et 
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al. (2007) found that the morphology of these mounds was strongly indicative of a 

phreatomagmatic origin. Cratered cones in Acidalia (Parker et al., 1993) have fine 

polygonal fractures in some instances (Fig. 15c), but these appear similar to thermal 

contraction or desiccation cracks (Dundas et al., 2007; Keszthelyi et al., submitted). They 

appear to be superposed features, not consistent with the degree of extension required if 

the cones were pingos. A further argument for a non-pingo origin is that the cones 

typically differ from the surroundings in color, albedo and thermophysical properties 

(Farrand et al., 2005; Komatsu et al., 2007), readily seen in HiRISE; pingos should 

consist of uplifted local surface material. The high-latitude cluster of mounds on a crater 

floor proposed as pingos by Soare et al. (2005) are densely fractured (Burr et al., 2009), 

but the fractures in general appear only slightly different from surrounding thermal 

contraction cracks (Fig. 25a-b), an effect which could be due to topographic stresses or 

sublimation. Hence these fractures provide little support for a pingo origin, although they 

are consistent with it. The mounds in this case form in association with a hummocky ring 

near the center of the large enclosing crater, suggesting that these could be degraded 

remnants of a central peak or a pedestal crater. The clustered hills in Gusev Crater 

(Cabrol et al., 2000) are likewise packed more closely than expected for pingos, and there 

is no indication of fracturing even at HiRISE resolution (Fig. 25c-d). Thus, we find that 

most pingos proposed before HiRISE are at best weakly supported by HiRISE 

observations, in agreement with Burr et al. (2009).  
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Figure 25. HiRISE views of examples of features proposed as pingos based on 
earlier data sets. Neither has clear indication of extensional fracturing of the 
surface. (a-b) Crater floor mounds in far northern Utopia Planitia, with apparent 
draping thermal contraction cracks (PSP_008492_2450). (c-d) Irregularly shaped 
mounds in Gusev Crater, with no obvious indication of dilational fracturing 
(PSP_009385_1655). 
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4.7 Discussion 

4.7.1 Alternate Ice-Related Mechanisms 

Alternate mound formation mechanisms driven by water or ice could produce 

morphologies similar to pingos. One possibility is ground ice diapirism. This was once 

suggested as the process forming terrestrial pingos (Gussow, 1954), although subsequent 

field investigations have strongly supported the pressurized groundwater model. 

However, massive ground ice is known to occur on Earth and diapiric structures in such 

ice have been observed (Mackay and Dallimore, 1992). Such ice can form either by 

burial of glacier ice, or within sediment via ice segregation or injection. Where exposed 

in cross-section, the observed ice diapirs tend to occur under topographic lows such as 

slumps where overburden has been removed, and do not uplift the surface significantly. 

However, on Earth, such structures may be truncated by thaw unconformities due to 

seasonal melting (Mackay and Dallimore, 1992). In the absence of a terrestrial analogue, 

it is difficult to make predictions about the possible morphology of such domes on Mars, 

and this could be a relevant physical process under some conditions. Lower temperatures 

will inhibit diapirism, but long timescales may be available. We do note some instances 

where mounds are spaced edge to edge, which is not consistent with multiple separate 

diapirs.  

Another type of terrestrial cryogenic mound is a lithalsa. Lithalsas are a type of 

ice-cored permafrost mound with a core comprised largely of lenses of segregation ice, 

rather than massive injection ice. (They are distinguished from palsas by the absence of 
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peat, but form in a similar way.) The first-order implications of pingos and lithalsas are 

similar (near-surface liquid water), although the environment and detailed process differ. 

On Earth, they are up to a hundred meters across and less than ten meters high, most 

probably less than seven meters (e.g. Pissart, 2002). Palsas and lithalsas grow by 

formation of segregation ice lenses through cryosuction, and growth may be terminated 

by overburden pressure (e.g. Gurney, 2001). The overburden increases as the freezing 

front descends; the lower gravity of Mars would reduce the overburden pressure at a 

given depth and might allow taller lithalsas and greater frost heave if other conditions 

remained the same. As palsas can be fractured (Seppälä, 1988) and occur in close clusters 

(e.g. Gurney, 2001; Pissart, 2002), they may be good analogues for the clustered mounds 

on some crater floors, although less so for the isolated mounds. However, palsas on Earth 

typically grow in mires and wet environments (e.g. Gurney, 2001). It is not likely that 

such conditions have existed on Mars at any point in the geologically recent past, 

although an active layer is possible (Kreslavsky et al., 2008). It might be possible to form 

segregation ice from infiltrated gully runoff or snowpack melt as it freezes, but it is not 

clear whether this growth process is consistent with the existence of a coherent overlying 

layer to uplift and fracture.  

 

4.7.2 Erosional Remnants 

For many of the features described in this study, an origin as erosional remnants is 

a viable explanation or even the most likely process. Such features may still have 

implications for water and ice, not yet fully understood. The observed latitudinal 
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dependence of many of the features suggests that a volatile component, most likely water, 

played a role in their formation. Hence, the source layer was deposited and/or removed 

by some latitude-dependent process and could contain (or have contained) a significant 

fraction of ice. This is in itself quite interesting, as many of the possible remnants have 

boulder-covered surfaces. An atmospherically deposited layer such as a dusty snowpack 

should not contain boulders other than occasional interbedded crater ejecta, while the 

glaciation preceding relict glacial ice would likely have erased small craters in which 

some of the possible remnants are found.  

 

4.7.3 Implications 

 Formation of pingos on Mars would indicate the presence of transient near-

surface liquid water at some point in the past. This need not have occurred in the present 

climate, as pingos could survive as relict features for some time. As discussed in Section 

4.6.2.2, significant volumes of liquid water would be required. The amounts would be 

comparable to those suggested for gullies, although pingos may require greater liquid 

volumes at any one time.  

A variety of formation models for gullies have been proposed, most involving 

liquid water; these were summarized by Heldmann and Mellon (2004). Leading 

candidates include shallow and deep groundwater release as well as snowmelt. Any 

process that generates sufficient volumes of liquid water could generate pingos if water 

freezes in the shallow subsurface. Groundwater release could inject significant water 

volumes onto the surface or shallow subsurface on short timescales. Snowmelt would 
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produce relatively small water volumes continuously over protracted periods 

(Christensen, 2003); this is not favorable for pingo formation unless the water is able to 

infiltrate and pool in significant volumes before freezing, since freezing of a succession 

of small volumes would not produce the requisite pressure. This scenario might allow 

formation of lithalsa-like features if the water were able to infiltrate, since a significant 

contribution to the height of a palsa may be aggradational ice derived from meteoric 

water from above rather than ice lensing from below (Pissart, 2002). Depending on the 

cohesion of the soil, such features might not necessarily develop clear fractures, since ice 

would be added above the ice-rich layer rather than doming it from below.  

The preferential location of the strongest candidate pingos in the southern 

hemisphere may be connected to trends in gully morphology. Northern hemisphere 

gullies tend to be older or more degraded than those in the south (Heldmann et al., 2008). 

In the case of a genetic link, it is possible that equivalent fractured mounds in the 

northern hemisphere have collapsed or been reworked.  

 

4.7.4 Future Tests 

HiRISE resolution is sufficient to identify the significant fine-scale geomorphic 

features expected for pingos. Consequently, it is likely that the survey described here 

captures the general nature of all pingo-like features on Mars. Although future 

observations might provide useful new examples, it is unlikely that any additional broad 

category of candidate present-day pingos exists. However, some other observations could 
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eventually offer insight into the possibility of Martian pingos and the origins of the 

observed fractured mounds.  

Pingo scars (collapsed pingos) are roughly circular depressions surrounded by low 

ramparts, left behind after complete ice loss due to net outward movement of the 

overburden layer (Mackay, 1988b). These have been reported at many sites on Earth (e.g. 

Flemal, 1976), although many such features may in fact be remnants of lithalsas (Pissart, 

2002). If pingo scars could be identified on Mars it would support the possibility of 

pingos elsewhere on the planet. However, collapse by sublimation rather than melting 

could reduce the net outward transport that produces a rampart, since vapor loss would 

not transport soil. If they occur, pingo scars might resemble small, degraded impact 

craters, and so would be very difficult to identify from orbital images. In both cases the 

volume of rim materials would be comparable to the volume of the depression, although 

the distribution might be different. This will render recognition of such features difficult.    

Bruno et al. (2006) discussed the spatial distribution and clustering of pingos in 

comparison to rootless cones and impact craters and suggested some differences in these 

parameters. The best candidate pingos within gullied craters show no evidence for an 

impact or volcanic origin, so this technique is not likely to be useful in that case. In 

principle, this method might help distinguish between pingo and inverted-crater 

mechanisms for the mounds in Utopia Planitia, but this would require an assumption that 

the present spatial distribution reflects the original for the inverted-crater hypothesis. 

Many factors could lead to violation of this assumption, such as spatially or temporally 

varying erosion rates and formation of crater clusters from secondary impacts or 
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atmospheric breakup (Popova et al., 2007), or non-uniform distribution of the original 

source layer.  

Unambiguous identification of pingos would require direct evidence for the 

existence of an ice core. Barring exposure by an extraordinarily fortuitous impact, various 

geophysical techniques could be used to detect the ice core of a pingo. Rampton and 

Walcott (1974) found negative Bouguer anomalies in gravity profiles over several pingos 

due to the low-density ice under the surface. Yoshikawa et al. (2006) noted the utility of a 

number of techniques in detection of massive ground ice, including seismic, resistivity 

and ground-penetrating radar methods. Detection of ice at the scale of pingos would 

require high spatial resolution, probably obtainable only with a landed mission even for 

those techniques that do not require ground contact. SHARAD, the current highest-

resolution ground-penetrating radar in orbit around Mars (Seu et al., 2007), is not capable 

of resolving pingo ice directly but might shed light on subsurface structures with 

implications for regional groundwater and ground ice; to date, shallow aquifers have not 

been observed (Nunes et al., 2008).  

 

4.8 Conclusions 

 Provided that the necessary volume of liquid water ever occurs in the 

shallow subsurface of Mars, freezing in pressurized conditions would lead to generation 

of pingos comparable in size to those on Earth. Such pingos could survive sublimation 

for extended periods of time, although survival through recent low-amplitude obliquity 

variations might require slower-than-expected sublimation. It is not possible to 
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unambiguously identify pingos without some knowledge of the subsurface structure, but 

some candidate Martian pingos have been observed. The Martian features most 

resembling terrestrial pingos occur on the floors of mid-latitude craters in the southern 

highlands, often in association with gullies. Although these appear morphologically 

consistent with pingos, there is currently no direct evidence for ice cores, and it remains 

uncertain whether the necessary hydrologic conditions have occurred on Mars. Therefore, 

caution is still warranted in the interpretation of these features, and alternate origins are 

possible. Other features with even more ambiguous morphologies are found at other mid-

latitude sites, particularly in Utopia Planitia, and may be most consistent with other 

origins. Some fractured mounds are clearly of non-pingo origin. More detailed, high-

resolution information about the shallow subsurface of Mars would be of great value in 

studying the history of periglacial processes and the present location of water and ice, and 

may be critical to understanding the Martian periglacial environment. 
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CHAPTER 5 

 

CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK 
 

5.1 Conclusions 

Martian surface features provide insight into the processes that have shaped the 

present surface. In this work, I have investigated several different surface features, all 

with potential relevance to Martian water or ice.  

Ice exposed by recent impacts has provided new insights into Martian ground ice 

properties. In concert with the HiRISE image sequences, the modeled sublimation rates 

indicate that some of the ice exposed is relatively pure. While such ice has been reported, 

it appears to extend to lower latitude than previously known. The morphology of the 

craters is consistent with a model of the ice table in which a relatively thin layer of clean 

ice overlies ice-cemented soil. Such a structure is consistent with recent suggestions 

about the Martian ice table based on other evidence. This work has also led to several 

improvements over previous sublimation models for Mars and suggested a reason for 

discrepancies between theory and sublimation experiments.  

The Martian mid-latitudes contain many intriguing morphologies, which are 

likely due to transient water and ice. These features are diverse and include a variety of 

fractured landforms. One category of these features is fractured mounds found on the 

floor of gullied craters in the southern hemisphere. A few of these features have 
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morphologies resembling pingos on Earth, but in many cases morphological differences 

are also noted. Recent work on gullies tends to support snowmelt or shallow melting as 

the origin of water (e.g. Lanza et al., 2009; Williams et al., 2009) in at least some cases, a 

mechanism which has difficulty producing the required hydrological conditions for pingo 

formation, particularly within the survival timescale of a pingo. However, it should be 

noted that gullies are diverse features and some may imply larger volumes of liquid. 

While much about water and ice on Mars is still enigmatic, the morphological variability 

and physical difficulties increasingly suggest that an alternate origin is likely. It is still 

probable that these fractured features are related to water or ice in some fashion, as they 

occur only in the mid-latitude zone where gullies and other features are concentrated.  

 

5.2 Future Work 

This thesis leaves a number of questions for future investigation. Of these, I think 

that those raised by the crater ice exposures are the most interesting and important. 

Several directions for future work are clearly open.   

A major puzzle that emerges from the work presented in Chapter 3, as well as 

from GRS and Phoenix results, is the origin of widespread excess ground ice on Mars. 

Several possible processes were noted in Chapter 3, but were not tested. Working out the 

relevant process (or processes) is of clear importance to understanding water and ice on 

Mars. The processes noted are subject to further modeling, which could better constrain 

which of these are likely. I have several ideas for modeling work along these lines. The 

successful process will have to explain several aspects of the observed massive ice on 
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Mars: broad geographic extent in both northern and southern hemispheres, very low dust 

content (at least at the Phoenix Lander site), possibly young age, and consistency with 

widespread boulders on the northern plains surface (Fig. 1; McEwen et al., 2007), which 

are difficult to explain as part of a sublimation lag above a dusty snowpack. Additional 

observational constraints would also be of great value.  

Five ice exposure sites have been discovered by the MRO Context Camera and 

imaged by HiRISE in slightly over one Mars year in orbit. (In fact, all of the ice 

exposures were discovered over a few months in 2008). Assuming that CTX and HiRISE 

both continue to function, additional discoveries may be expected over time, and in fact 

the rate of discoveries could increase as CTX repeat coverage becomes more frequent. 

(As shown in this dissertation, rapid discovery is important in order to demonstrate the 

presence of ice—even an elapsed interval of a Mars year between crater formation and 

HiRISE imaging is likely to leave an opaque lag, and the shape and extent of the 

exposures could change rapidly after formation.) A larger sample of such craters will 

allow studies such as examination of the relationship between crater size, latitude and ice 

exposure morphology. In combination with crater modeling to understand ejecta 

provenance as a function of depth, this should give insight into the thickness of relatively 

pure ice and its geographic variation.  

A relatively pure ice layer is also relevant to the geomorphology of other Martian 

mid-latitude features. Two possibilities that I noted in Chapter 3 are the degradation of 

small craters and the formation of thermokarst features. Ice sublimation modeling (and 
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perhaps ice deposition modeling, as part of some cycle leading to thermokarst) should 

enable a better understanding of both of these processes.  

The intersection of my interests in ice and volcanology leads to another possible 

avenue for future work. Thermal modeling can also be used to investigate the heating of 

ice under a lava flow. This process is of great importance for the formation of 

phreatovolcanic cones. Allen (1979) and Squyres et al. (1987) conducted previous 

modeling along these lines. However, as noted by Fagents and Thordarson (2007), both 

assumed instantaneous flow emplacement followed by cooling, while real lava flows 

have a continuing flux of hot lava. I suspect that new work along these lines would be 

useful. Such models can constrain, for instance, the amount of steam generated at a given 

time in the history of a flow. This possibility also connects with another project of mine: 

flexural modeling of the moats formed around some Martian rootless cones. This project 

was not included here, but preliminary results suggest that the locations of moat fractures 

are consistent with flexural loading of a lava crust. This could ultimately lead to 

information about how cone properties varied with lava crust thickness, a proxy for time. 

This ultimately relates to the steam production and flow thickness as well, connecting 

back to the thermal modeling and the flow history.   

There is clearly plenty of work left for me to do. Given that, I really should wrap 

up this dissertation and start working on some of it.  
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APPENDIX A 
 

ANCILLARY INFORMATION FOR CHAPTER 4 SURVEY 
 

Although the map of all images used appears heavily weighted towards the mid-

latitudes, HiRISE image density is relatively uniform outside the polar regions (Fig. 26). 

The apparent bias towards the mid-latitudes is due to the deliberate selection of images 

from 20°-60° latitude after orbit 2150. The density of images shows variations with 

latitude, but is relatively high near the equator; hence, the absence of observed fractured 

mounds in the equatorial swath is not due to a lack of coverage there.  

 

Figure 26. Relative image densities from orbits 1333-2150, the orbit range where all 
available images were considered in the survey. Each column indicates the number 
of images for a 10°  latitude band, normalized by band area and by the planet-wide 
image density for the same period, so that values above 1 indicate a greater-than-
average image density. No correction is made for the area of individual images. 
High northern latitudes are off-scale; no images of high southern latitudes were 
acquired in this period.  
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Table 6 summarizes the total number of observations in each feature category for 

the image survey described in Chapter 4. Even within the subcategories given here, there 

is significant morphological diversity.  

 
Table 6. Image Survey Summary 

Locality Type Number* Comments 
SH crater floors Dome 25 (9) §4.6.2.1; includes a few which are the best 

candidate pingos, but morphologies are 
gradational with ambiguous features such as 
small mounds and fractured terrain. 

 MIP 6 Includes features discussed in §4.6.2.3.  
 Other 3 (2)  
Utopia Planitia Flat-topped 8 (5) §4.6.3; likely erosional. 
 MIP 10 (5) §4.6.3; likely erosional. 
 Other 1 (2)  
LVF/LDA/CCF (Diverse) 24 (5) §4.6.4; includes domes, MIPs, flat and dish-

shaped summits, and slablike remnants. 
Possibly multiple origins including erosion 
and crater inversion. 

Flat MIP 6  Miscellaneous mounds in pits or craters, 
likely erosional remnants. 

 Flat-topped 2  
Other (Diverse) 18 (2)  
 
Abbreviations: CCF: Concentric crater fill; LDA: Lobate debris apron; LVF: Lineated 
valley fill; MIP: Mound in pit/crater; SH: Southern hemisphere  
 
*Initial number is from survey of 1797 images through orbit 6999 as described in §4.4; 
number in parentheses is number from partial survey of images through orbit 9500, using 
images between 30-50° S from the fluvial and glacial/periglacial science themes and 
those covering impact craters. Note that some images are double-counted due to multiple 
features types, and some features are double-counted due to repeat imaging.  
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APPENDIX B 

 

PERMISSIONS 
 

Chapter 4 is taken from my article by the same title, which is in press in Icarus, a 

journal published by Elsevier, at the time of writing. It has been minimally edited to 

make figure and section numbers and other formatting consistent with the remainder of 

this dissertation. I reproduce it here with permission, based on the following text on the 

Elsevier website, retrieved on May 19, 2009: 

http://www.elsevier.com/wps/find/supportfaq.authors/rightsasanauthor 

“As an author, you retain rights for a large number of author uses, including use by your 
employing institute or company. These rights are retained and permitted without the need 
to obtain specific permission from Elsevier. These include… 
…the right to include the article in full or in part in a thesis or dissertation (provided that 
this is not to be published commercially)... 
…the right to prepare other derivative works, to extend the article into book-length form, 
or to otherwise re-use portions or excerpts in other works, with full acknowledgement of 
its original publication in the journal.” 
 
Anyone wishing to reproduce figures or otherwise requiring copyright permissions 

pertaining to this chapter should consult Elsevier.  

 At the time of completion of this dissertation, a paper derived from Chapter 3 has 

been submitted for publication to Icarus, but not yet accepted; hence, no copyright issues 

pertain to this or the other chapters in this dissertation.  
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